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Abstract
This work is devoted to establishing the local-in-time well-posedness
of strong solutions to the three-dimensional compressible primitive
equations of atmospheric dynamics. It is shown that strong solutions
exist, unique, and depend continuously on the initial data, for a short
time in two cases: with gravity but without vacuum, and with vacuum
but without gravity. We also introduce the free boundary problem for
the compressible primitive equations.
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1 Introduction
1.1 The compressible primitive equations
The general hydrodynamic and thermodynamic equations (see, e.g., [47])
with Coriolis force and gravity can be used to model the motion and states
of the atmosphere, which is a specific compressible fluid. However, such
equations are extremely complicated and prohibitively expensive computa-
tionally. However, since the vertical scale of the atmosphere is significantly
smaller than the planetary horizontal scale, the authors in [19] take ad-
vantage, as it is commonly done in planetary scale geophysical models, of
the smallness of this aspect ratio between these two orthogonal directions
to formally derive the compressible primitive equations (CPE) from the
compressible Navier-Stokes equations. Specifically, in the CPE the vertical
component of the momentum in the compressible Navier-Stokes equations
is replaced by the hydrostatic balance equation (1.1)3, which is also known
as the quasi-static equilibrium equation. It turns out that the hydrostatic
approximation equation is accurate enough for practical applications and
has become a fundamental equation in atmospheric science. It is the start-
ing point of many large scale models in the theoretical investigations and
practical weather predictions (see, e.g., [46]). This has also been observed by
meteorologists (see, e.g., [57,62]). In fact, such an approximation is reliable
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and useful in the sense that the balance of gravity and pressure dominates
the dynamic in the vertical direction and that the vertical velocity is usu-
ally hard to observe in reality. In many simplified models, it is assumed
that the atmosphere is under adiabatic process and therefore the entropy
remains unchanged along the particle path. In particular, if the entropy is
constant in the spatial variables initially, it remains so in the following time.
On the other hand, instead of the molecular viscosity, eddy viscosity is used
to model the statistical effect of turbulent motion in the atmosphere. The
observations above and more perceptions from the meteorological point of
view can be found in [57, Chapter 4]. Therefore, under the above assump-
tions, one can write down the isentropic compressible primitive equations
as in (1.1). Also, we study the problem by further neglecting the gravity in
(1.2). We remark here that, although it does not cause any additional diffi-
culty, we have omitted the Coriolis force in this work for the convenience of
presentation. The local well-posedness theorems still work for the systems
with the Coriolis force.
The first mathematical treatment of the compressible primitive equa-
tions (CPE) can be tracked back to Lions, Temam and Wang [46]. Actually,
the authors formulated the compressible primitive equations in the pressure
coordinates (p-coordinates) and show that in the new coordinate system,
the equations are in the form of classical primitive equations (called prim-
itive equations, or PE hereafter) with the incompressibility condition. In
yet another work [45], the authors modeled the nearly incompressible ocean
by the PE. It is formulated as the hydrostatic approximation of the Boussi-
nesq equations. The authors show the existence of global weak solutions
and therefore indirectly study the CPE (see, e.g., [43, 44] for additional
work by the authors). Since then, the PE have been the subject of in-
tensive mathematical research. For instance, Guille´n-Gonza´lez, Masmoudi
and Rodr´ıguez-Bellido in [26] study the local existence of strong solutions
and global existence of strong solutions for small data to the PE. In [65]
the authors address the global existence of strong solutions to PE in a do-
main with small depth. In [55], the authors study the Sobolev and Gevrey
regularity of the solutions to PE. The first breakthrough concerning the
global well-posedness of PE is obtained by Cao and Titi in [8], in which
the authors show the existence of unique global strong solutions (see, also,
[9, 27,28,37,38,40–42,64] and the references therein for related study). On
the other hand, with partial anisotropic diffusion and viscosity, Cao, Li and
Titi in [3–7, 10] establish the global well-posedness of strong solutions to
PE. For the inviscid primitive equations, or hydrostatic incompressible Eu-
ler equations, in [1, 39, 54], the authors show the existence of solutions in
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the analytic function space and in Hs space. More recently, the authors
in [2, 63] construct finite-time blowup for the inviscid PE in the absence
of rotation. Also, in [25], the authors establish the Gevrey regularity of
hydrostatic Navier-Stokes equations with only vertical viscosity.
Despite the fruitful study of the primitive equations, it still remains
interesting to study the compressible equations. On the one hand, it is a
more direct model to study the atmosphere and perform practical weather
predictions. On the other hand, the former deviation of the PE from the
CPE in the p-coordinates did not treat the corresponding derivation of the
boundary conditions. In fact, due to the change of pressure on the boundary,
the appropriate studying domain for the PE should be evolving together with
the flows in order to recover the solutions to the CPE. Thus even though the
formulation of the PE significantly simplifies the equations of the CPE, the
boundary conditions are more complicated than before in order to study the
motion of the atmosphere. We believe that this might be one of the reasons
responsible for the not-completely successful prediction of the weather by
using the PE.
Recently, Gatapov, Kazhikhov, Ersoy, Ngom construct a global weak so-
lution to some variant of two-dimentional compressible primitive equations
in [18, 24]. Meanwhile, Ersoy, Ngom, Sy, Tang, Gao study the stability of
weak solutions to the CPE in [19, 59] in the sense that a sequence of weak
solutions satisfying some entropy conditions contains a subsequence converg-
ing to another weak solution. However, the existence of such sequence of
weak solutions to the CPE satisfying these entropy conditions is still open.
In this and subsequent works, we aim to address several problems con-
cerning the compressible primitive equations. In this work, we start by
studying the local well-posedness of strong solutions to the CPE. That is,
we will establish the local strong solutions to (1.1) and (1.2), below, in the
domain Ω = Ωh × (0, 1), with Ωh = T2 = [0, 1]2 ⊂ R2 being the periodic
domain. In comparison with the compressible Navier-Stokes equations [20],
the absence of evolutionary equations for the vertical velocity (vertical mo-
mentum) causes the main difficulty. This is the same difficulty as in the
case of primitive equations. In fact, the procedure of recovering the vertical
velocity is a classical one in the modeling of the atmosphere [57, Chapter
5]. This is done with the help of the hydrostatic equation, which causes the
stratification of density profiles in the CPE. On the one hand, in (1.1), as
one will see later, the hydrostatic equation implies that if there is vacuum
area in the studied domain Ω, the sound speed will be at most 1/2-Ho¨lder
continuous. Thus the H2 estimate of the density is not available in the pres-
ence of vacuum. However in (1.2), such an obstacle no longer exists. For
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this reason, the local well-posedness established in this work doesn’t allow
vacuum in the presence of gravity, but vacuum is allowed in the case with-
out gravity. On the other hand, the hydrostatic equation does have some
benefits. Indeed, such a relation yields that the density admits a stratified
profile along the vertical direction. This fact will help us recover the vertical
velocity from the continuity equation (see (1.7) and (1.12), below).
In this work, we will first reformulate the compressible primitive equa-
tions (1.1), (1.2) by making use of the stratified density profile. Then we
will study the local well-posedness of the reformulated systems under the
assumption that there is no vacuum initially. This is done via a fixed point
argument. Next, in order to obtain the existence of strong solutions to (1.2)
with non-negative density, we establish some uniform estimates indepen-
dent of the lower bound of the density. We point out that in comparison
to the compressible Navier-Stokes equations (see, e.g., [12–14, 36]), we will
require H2 estimate of ρ1/2 in order to derive the above mentioned uniform
estimates. Such estimates are not available in the case with gravity (1.1).
To this end, continuity arguments are used to establish the solutions with
vacuum. We also study the continuous dependence on the initial data and
the uniqueness of the strong solutions. Eventually, we derive in the last
section a formulation of a free boundary problem for the upper atmosphere
employing the compressible primitive equations (1.1) (see (4.6)), where the
density connects to the vacuum continuously on the evolving interface. As
mentioned above, the sound speed on this interface is only 1/2-Ho¨lder con-
tinuous. Such a singularity is called physical vacuum in classical literatures
(see, e.g., [15–17, 29–35, 48–51] and the reference therein). We leave such
problems for future study.
We further remark here that there are many other attempts of math-
ematical understanding of the complex dynamics of atmosphere. See, for
instance, the monograph by Majda [52] for a comprehensive survey. In par-
ticular, the most widely used Oberbeck-Boussinesq equations of low strati-
fication of flows are obtained as a limiting system of the low Mach number
limit of the compressible Navier-Stokes equations with the Froude number
(Fr) and the Mach number (Ma) satisfying the relations Fr ∼ √Ma. On
the other hand, with strong stratification, i.e., Fr ∼ Ma, the compressible
Navier-Stokes equations formally converge to the anelastic equations as the
Mach number goes to zero. See [23, Chapter 4,5,6] and [21,22,53,56] and the
references therein for introductions and rigorous derivations. The investiga-
tion of the low Mach number limit of the compressible primitive equations
will be a subject of future study.
Through out this work, we will use ~x := (x, y, z)⊤, ~xh := (x, y)
⊤ to
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represent the coordinates in Ω and Ωh. In addition, we will use the following
notations to denote the differential operators in the horizontal direction,
∇h := (∂x, ∂y)⊤, ∂h ∈ {∂x, ∂y},
divh := ∇h·, ∆h := divh∇h,
As it has been mentioned, we will study the local well-posedness of the
isentropic compressible primitive equations in the domain Ω = Ωh × (0, 1)
with Ωh = T
2. We consider such problems in two cases: with and without
gravity. To be more precise, the isentropic compressible primitive equations
with gravity are governed by the following system:
∂tρ+ divh (ρv) + ∂z(ρw) = 0 in Ω,
∂t(ρv) + divh (ρv ⊗ v) + ∂z(ρwv) +∇hP = µ∆hv + µ∂zzv
+ (µ + λ)∇hdivh v in Ω,
∂zP − ρg = 0 in Ω,
(1.1)
with P := ργ . We will study in this work only the case when γ = 2 for (1.1).
On the other hand, the isentropic compressible primitive equations with-
out gravity are governed by the following system:
∂tρ+ divh (ρv) + ∂z(ρw) = 0 in Ω,
∂t(ρv) + divh (ρv ⊗ v) + ∂z(ρwv) +∇hP = µ∆hv + µ∂zzv
+ (µ + λ)∇hdivh v in Ω,
∂zP = 0 in Ω,
(1.2)
with P := ργ , γ > 1.
The above systems, (1.1) and (1.2), are supplemented with the following
boundary conditions:
w = 0, ∂zv = 0 on Ωh × {0, 1}. (1.3)
The rest of this work will be organized as follows. In section 1.2, we
present a reformulation of (1.1) and (1.2) by making use of the stratified
density profiles. Also, we present the formula for recovering the vertical ve-
locity and the main theorems of this work. After listing some useful inequal-
ities and notation, we study in section 2 the existence theory. In particular,
in section 2.1 and 2.2 we show that the linear equations associated with our
reformulation, (1.4) and (1.19), are well-posed together with some a priori
estimates. Such estimates will be used in section 2.3 to show the existence of
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solutions with non-vacuum initial density profiles via the Schauder-Tchonoff
fixed point theorem. Then in section 2.3.2, we show the existence of strong
solutions with vacuum for (1.2). Next, in section 3 we show the continuous
dependence on the initial data and the uniqueness of strong solutions. This
in turn concludes the proof of our main theorems. In section 4, we show
the aforementioned formulation of the free boundary problem of the upper
atmosphere.
1.2 Reformulation, analysis and main theorems
In this section, we will reformulate (1.1) and (1.2) and point out how to
recover the vertical velocity from the density and the horizontal velocity.
The case with gravity and γ = 2:
We first consider (1.1). From (1.1)3, one has
∂zρ
γ−1 =
γ − 1
γ
g, or
ργ−1(~x, t) =
γ − 1
γ
gz + ργ−1(~xh, 0, t),
Denote ξ = ξ(~xh, t) := ρ
γ−1(~xh, 0, t). Now we derive the equation satisfied
by ξ. Notice, the continuity equation (1.1)1 implies
∂tρ
γ−1 + v · ∇hργ−1 + w∂zργ−1 + (γ − 1)ργ−1(divh v + ∂zw) = 0,
which, by substituting ργ−1(~x, t) = ξ(~xh, t) +
γ−1
γ gz, yields,
∂tξ + v · ∇hξ + (γ − 1)(ξ + γ − 1
γ
gz)(divh v + ∂zw) +
γ − 1
γ
gw = 0 in Ω.
In particular, since γ = 2, ρ(~x, t) = ξ(~xh, t) +
1
2
gz and (1.1) can be written
as 
∂tξ + v · ∇hξ + (ξ + 1
2
gz)divh v + ∂z(ξw +
1
2
gzw) = 0 in Ω,
(ξ +
1
2
gz)(∂tv + v · ∇hv + w∂zv) + (2ξ + gz)∇hξ
= µ∆hv + µ∂zzv + (µ + λ)∇hdivh v in Ω,
∂zξ = 0 in Ω.
(1.4)
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Notice that the condition (1.4)3 implies that ξ is independent of the vertical
variable. Hereafter, we denote for any f : Ω 7→ R,
f :=
∫ 1
0
f dz, f˜ := f − f. (1.5)
Then averaging over the vertical variable in (1.4)1 yields, thanks to (1.3),
∂tξ + v · ∇hξ + ξdivh v + 1
2
gzdivh v = 0. (1.6)
Then comparing (1.6) with (1.4)1 implies
∂z(ρw) = ∂z(ξw +
1
2
gzw) = −v˜ · ∇hξ − ξdivh v˜ − g
2
z˜divh v in Ω.
Therefore, the vertical velocity w is determined, thanks to the boundary
condition (1.3), by the relation
ρw = (ξ +
1
2
gz)w = −
∫ z
0
(
divh (ξv˜) +
g
2
z˜divh v
)
dz. (1.7)
System (1.4) is complemented with the initial data
(ξ, v)|t=0 = (ξ0, v0), (1.8)
with ξ0, v0 ∈ H2(Ω). Also the following compatible conditions are imposed:
ρ0 = ξ0 +
1
2
gz ≥ ρ > 0 in Ω, and ∂zv0|z=0,1 = 0,
µ∆hv0 + µ∂zzv0 + (µ + λ)∇hdivh v0 − (2ξ0 + gz)∇hξ0
−ρ0v0 · ∇hv0 − ρ0w0∂zv0 =: ρ0V1, with V1 ∈ L2(Ω),
and ρ0w0 = −
∫ z
0
(
divh (ξ0v˜0) +
g
2
˜zdivh v0
)
dz.
(1.9)
Also, we will denote the boundswwξ0ww2H2 ≤ Bg,1, wwv0ww2H2 +wwV1ww2L2 ≤ Bg,2. (1.10)
Our main theorem concerning the short time well-posedness of strong solu-
tions to (1.1) is the following:
Theorem 1. Suppose the initial data (ρ0, v0) = (ξ0+
1
2gz, v0) satisfy (1.10)
and the compatible conditions (1.9). Then there is a unique strong solution
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(ρ, v) to system (1.1), with the boundary condition (1.3), in Ω × (0, T ), for
some positive constant T = T (Bg,1, Bg,2, ρ) > 0. Also, the solution satisfies
ρ ∈ L∞(0, T ;H2(Ω)), ∂tρ ∈ L∞(0, T ;H1(Ω)),
v ∈ L∞(0, T ;H2(Ω)) ∩ L2(0, T ;H3(Ω)),
∂tv ∈ L∞(0, T ;L2(Ω)) ∩ L2(0, T ;H1(Ω)).
Furthermore, for some positive constant C(Bg,1, Bg,2, ρ),
inf
(~x,t)∈Ω×(0,T )
ρ(~x, t) ≥ 1
2
ρ > 0,
sup
0≤t≤T
(wwρ(t)ww2
H2
+
ww∂tρ(t)ww2H1 +wwv(t)ww2H2 +ww∂tv(t)ww2L2)
+
∫ T
0
(wwv(t)ww2
H3
+
ww∂tv(t)ww2H1) dt ≤ C(Bg,1, Bg,2, ρ).
Moreover, for any two solutions (ρi, vi), i = 1, 2 with initial data (ρi,0, vi,0), i =
1, 2 satisfying the conditions mentioned above, we have the following inequal-
ity wwρ1 − ρ2wwL∞(0,T ;L2(Ω)) +wwv1 − v2wwL∞(0,T ;L2(Ω))
+
ww∇(v1 − v2)wwL2(0,T ;L2(Ω)) ≤ Cµ,λ,Bg,1,Bg,2,ρ,T
× (wwρ1,0 − ρ2,0wwL2(Ω)) +wwv1,0 − v2,0wwL2(Ω))),
for some positive constant Cµ,λ,Bg,1,Bg,2,ρ,T .
The case without gravity and γ > 1:
Concerning system (1.2), since (1.2)3 already yields the independence of the
density of the vertical variable, the vertical velocity is determined through
(1.2)1. In fact, after taking the vertical average of (1.2)1, as before, one has
∂tρ+ divh (ρv) = 0. (1.11)
Comparing (1.11) with (1.2)1 yields, thanks to the boundary condition (1.3),
that the vertical velocity w is determined by the relation
ρw = −
∫ z
0
divh (ρv˜) dz. (1.12)
In particular, by denoting σ := ρ1/2, from (1.11) and (1.12), one has either
σ = 0 or
∂tσ + v · ∇hσ + 1
2
σdivh v = 0, (1.13)
σw = −
∫ z
0
(
σd˜ivh v + 2v˜ · ∇hσ
)
dz. (1.14)
In fact, for (σ, v) regular enough, (1.13), (1.14) hold regardless of whether
σ = 0 or not. See also, the justification in the beginning of section 3.2.
System (1.2) is complemented with the initial data
(ρ, v)|t=0 = (ρ0, v0) or equivalently (σ, v)|t=0 = (σ0, v0), (1.15)
with σ0 = ρ
1/2
0 , v0 ∈ H2(Ω) and the initial total mass and physical energy
satisfy
0 <
∫
Ω
ρ0 d~x =
∫
Ω
σ20 d~x =M <∞,
0 <
∫
Ω
ρ0
∣∣v0∣∣2 d~x+ 1
γ − 1
∫
Ω
ργ0 d~x =
∫
Ω
σ20
∣∣v0∣∣2 d~x
+
1
γ − 1
∫
Ω
σ2γ0 d~x = E0 <∞.
(1.16)
Also the following compatible conditions are imposed:
ρ0 ≥ 0, ∂zv0|z=0,1 = 0,
µ∆hv0 + µ∂zzv0 + (µ + λ)∇hdivh v0 −∇hργ0 − ρ0v0 · ∇hv0
−ρ0w0∂zv0 =: ρ1/20 h1, with h1 ∈ L2(Ω),
and ρ0w0 = −
∫ z
0
divh (ρ0v˜0) dz.
(1.17)
Also, we will denote the boundswwσ0ww2H2 = wwρ1/20 ww2H2 ≤ B1, wwv0ww2H2 +wwh1ww2L2 ≤ B2. (1.18)
Moreover, if ρ = σ2 > 0, (1.2) can be written as
∂tσ + v · ∇hσ + w∂zσ + 1
2
σ(divh v + ∂zw) = 0 in Ω,
σ2(∂tv + v · ∇hv +w∂zv) +∇hσ2γ
= µ∆hv + µ∂zzv + (µ + λ)∇hdivh v in Ω,
∂zσ = 0 in Ω.
(1.19)
Our main theorem concerning the short time well-posedness of strong solu-
tions of system (1.2) is stated in the following:
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Theorem 2. Suppose the initial data (ρ0, v0) = (σ
2
0 , v0) satisfy (1.16),
(1.18) and the compatible conditions (1.17). Then there is a unique strong
solution (ρ, v) to system (1.2), with the boundary condition (1.3), in Ω ×
(0, T ∗) for some positive constant T ∗ = T ∗(B1, B2) > 0. Also, the solution
satisfies
ρ1/2 ∈ L∞(0, T ∗;H2(Ω)), ∂tρ1/2 ∈ L∞(0, T ∗;H1(Ω)),
v ∈ L∞(0, T ∗;H2(Ω)) ∩ L2(0, T ∗;H3(Ω)), ∂tv ∈ L2(0, T ∗;H1(Ω))
ρ1/2∂tv ∈ L∞(0, T ∗;L2(Ω)).
Furthermore, for some positive constant C(B1, B2),
inf
(~x,t)∈Ω×(0,T ∗)
ρ(~x, t) ≥ 0,
sup
0≤t≤T ∗
(wwρ1/2(t)ww2
H2
+
ww∂tρ1/2(t)ww2H1 +wwv(t)ww2H2 +ww(ρ1/2vt)(t)ww2L2)
+
∫ T ∗
0
(wwv(t)ww2
H3
+
wwvt(t)ww2H1) dt ≤ C(B1, B2).
Moreover, for any two strong solutions (ρi, vi), i = 1, 2, with initial data
(ρi,0, vi,0), i = 1, 2, satisfying the conditions mentioned above, we have the
following inequalitywwρ1/21 − ρ1/22 wwL∞(0,T ∗;L2(Ω)) +wwρ1/21 (v1 − v2)wwL∞(0,T ∗;L2(Ω))
+
wwρ1/22 (v1 − v2)wwL∞(0,T ∗;L2(Ω)) +wwv1 − v2wwL2(0,T ∗;L2(Ω))
+
ww∇(v1 − v2)wwL2(0,T ∗;L2(Ω))
≤ Cµ,λ,B1,B2,T ∗
(wwρ1/21,0 − ρ1/22,0wwL2(Ω)) +wwv1,0 − v2,0wwL2(Ω))),
for some positive constant Cµ,λ,B1,B2,T ∗.
1.3 Preliminaries
We will use
∣∣·∣∣,ww·ww to denote norms in Ωh ⊂ R2 and Ω ⊂ R3, respectively.
After applying the Ladyzhenskaya’s and Agmon’s inequalities in Ωh and Ω,
directly we have∣∣f ∣∣
L4
≤ C
∣∣f ∣∣1/2
L2
∣∣f ∣∣1/2
H1
,
∣∣f ∣∣
L∞
≤ C
∣∣f ∣∣1/2
L2
∣∣f ∣∣1/2
H2
,wwfww
L3
≤ C
wwfww1/2
L2
wwfww1/2
H1
,
(1.20)
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for any function f with bounded right-hand sides. Also,
∣∣f ∣∣
Lp
,
wwf˜ww
Lp
≤
C
wwfww
Lp
, for every p ≥ 1. Considering any quantities A,B, we use the
notation A . B to denote A ≤ CB for some generic positive constant
C which may be different from line to line. In what follows δ, ω > 0 are
arbitrary constants which will be chosen later in the relevant paragraphs to
be adequately small. Cq represents a positive constant depending on the
quantity q. We will also need the following classical inequality.
Lemma 1. Let 2 ≤ p ≤ 6, and ρ ≥ 0 such that 0 < ∫Ω ρ d~x =M <∞, and∫
Ω ρ
γ d~x ≤ E0, for some γ ∈ (1,∞). Then one haswwfww
Lp
≤ Cww∇fww
L2
+ C
wwρ1/2fww
L2
, (1.21)
for some constant C = C(M,E0), provided the right-hand side is finite.
Proof. This is standard. See, e.g., [20, Lemma 3.2].
In this work, we will apply (1.21) frequently. In fact, as we will see
below, the conservations of energy and mass (2.58), (2.59) satisfied by the
strong solutions imply that one can apply this inequality with the constant
C depending only on the initial physical energy and the total mass.
2 Associated linear systems and existence theory
In this section, we will establish the local existence theory of (1.1) and (1.2).
To do this, we will first study the local existence of solutions to (1.4) and
(1.19) via the Schauder-Tchonoff fixed point theorem capitalizing on some
a priori estimates. In fact, under the assumption that
ρ0 =
ξ0 +
1
2
gz in the case with gravity
(σ0)
2 in the case without gravity
> ρ > 0, (2.1)
we will first introduce linear systems associated with (1.4) and (1.19) with
some given input states (ξo, vo) and (σo, vo), respectively. Then we will
construct the maps (ξo, vo)  (ξ, v) and (σo, vo)  (σ, v), respectively, by
means of the unique solution operators of the associated linear systems,
and establish corresponding regularity estimates. Then we show that these
maps have fixed points in some function spaces, which are the solutions to
the reformulated compressible primitive equations (1.4) and (1.19). This will
yield the existence of strong solutions to (1.1) and (1.2) under the assump-
tion (2.1). Furthermore, in the case when there is no gravity, we will also be
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able to derive some uniform estimates independent of the lower bound ρ of
the initial density profile. Such a fact enables us to establish the existence
of strong solutions with vacuum to system (1.2).
Specifically, in section 2.1 and 2.2 we will introduce the associated linear
systems and the function spaces Y for (1.4) and (1.19), respectively, where
Y are compactly embedded in some corresponding spaces V. Also, we will
show that the maps T : X 7→ X, for some convex bounded subsets X of Y,
given by
(ξo, vo) (ξ, v) in the case with gravity, and
(σo, vo) (σ, v) in the case without gravity,
are well-defined; observing that X are convex subsets of Y and hence com-
pact in V. We will use the same notations X,Y,V,T to denote the convex
bounded sets, the compact function spaces, the embedded function spaces
and the constructed maps in both cases. We summarize the relevant reg-
ularity estimates in section 2.3 and show that the Schauder-Tchonoff fixed
point theorem will yield the existence of solutions to (1.4) and (1.19) in the
corresponding set. Recall that the Schauder-Tchonoff fixed point theorem
states that for a Banach space V with a convex compact subset X ⊂ V , if
F : X 7→ X is continuous, then F has at least one fixed point in X. In our
case, we will take X = X and V = V := {(ξ, v)|ξ, v ∈ L∞(0, T ;L2(Ω)),∇v ∈
L2(0, T ;L2(Ω))} in the case with gravity, or V = V := {(σ, v)|σ, v ∈
L∞(0, T ;L2(Ω)),∇v ∈ L2(0, T ;L2(Ω))} in the case without gravity, with
the corresponding norms.
Notice that, under assumption (2.1), systems (1.4) and (1.19) are equiva-
lent to (1.1) and (1.2), respectively. In particular, the fixed point arguments
establish the existence of strong solutions to (1.1) and (1.2) with strictly
positive initial density. On the other hand, in the case without gravity, in
section 2.3.2, we give some estimates independent of the lower bound ρ.
Therefore, by taking an approximating sequence, we will eventually get the
existence of strong solutions to (1.2) with vacuum. The reason for this is
that we have the H2(Ω) estimate for σ = ρ1/2, in the case without gravity,
and hence ρ1/2w is sufficiently regular (see (1.14)). This will enable us to
recover the spatial derivative estimates of v (see (2.70), below) . We em-
phasize that similar estimates are not available in the case with gravity. In
fact, the hydrostatic equation (1.1)3 implies that the sound speed (
√
2ρ1/2
in our setting) is only 1/2-Ho¨lder continuous across the gas-vacuum inter-
face if there is any vacuum. Thus ρ1/2 can not belong to the space H2(Ω).
Therefore, in our setting, no vacuum is allowed in the case with gravity.
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2.1 The case with gravity and γ = 2
2.1.1 Associated linear inhomogeneous system
Consider a finite positive time T , which will be determined later. Let Y =
YT be the function space defined by
Y = YT :={(ξ, v)|ξ ∈ L∞(0, T ;H2(Ω)), ∂tξ ∈ L∞(0, T ;H1(Ω)),
v ∈ L∞(0, T ;H2(Ω)) ∩ L2(0, T ;H3(Ω)),
∂tv ∈ L∞(0, T ;L2(Ω)) ∩ L2(0, T ;H1(Ω))},
(2.2)
with the normww(ξ, v)ww
Y
:=
wwξww
L∞(0,T ;H2(Ω))
+
ww∂tξwwL∞(0,T ;H1(Ω)) +wwvwwL∞(0,T ;H2(Ω))
+
wwvww
L2(0,T ;H3(Ω))
+
ww∂tvwwL∞(0,T ;L2(Ω)) +ww∂tvwwL2(0,T ;H1(Ω)).
Notice that for this space, one can make sense of the initial value ξ0 and v0
for ξ and v, respectively. Hereafter, the notation ST for the function space
S ∈ {Y,V,X} is used to emphasized the time dependence of the function
space on T > 0, while the notation S and ST will be used alternatively.
Notice that, thanks to Aubin compactness theorem (see, e.g., [61, Theorem
2.1] and [11, 58]), every bounded subset of Y is a compact subset of the
space
V = VT := {(ξ, v)|ξ, v ∈ L∞(0, T ;L2(Ω)),∇v ∈ L2(0, T ;L2(Ω))}, (2.3)
with the normww(ξ, v)ww
V
:=
wwξww
L∞(0,T ;L2(Ω))
+
wwvww
L∞(0,T ;L2(Ω))
+
wwvww
L2(0,T ;H1(Ω))
.
(2.4)
Let X = XT be a bounded subset of Y defined by
X =XT :=
{
(ξ, v) ∈ Y|(ξ, v)|t=0 = (ξ0, v0), ∂zv|z=0,1 = 0, ∂zξ = 0,
ξ +
1
2
gz ≥ 1
2
ρ > 0, sup
0≤t≤T
wwξ(t)ww2
H2
≤ 2M0, sup
0≤t≤T
ww∂tξ(t)ww2H1 ≤ C2,
sup
0≤t≤T
{wwv(t)ww2
H2
+
ww∂tv(t)ww2L2}+ ∫ T
0
(wwv(t)ww2
H3
+
ww∂tv(t)ww2H1) dt ≤ C1M1},
(2.5)
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whereM0,M1 are the bounds of initial data in (2.9) and C1 = C1(M0, µ, λ, ρ),
C2 = C2(M0, C1M1) are given below in (2.44), (2.25), respectively. Notice,
for (ξ, v) ∈ X, ∫ 1
0
(
divh (ξv˜) +
g
2
z˜divh v
)
dz = 0.
Let (ξo, vo) ∈ X. The following inhomogeneous linear system is inferred
from (1.4) using (ξo, vo) as an input:
∂tξ + vo · ∇hξ + ξdivh vo + g
2
zdivh vo = 0 in Ω,
(ξo +
1
2
gz)(∂tv + v
o · ∇hvo + wo∂zvo) + (2ξo + gz)∇hξo
= µ∆hv + µ∂zzv + (µ+ λ)∇hdivh v in Ω,
∂zξ = 0 in Ω,
(2.6)
where wo is given by (1.7) with (ξo, vo) instead of (ξ, v), i.e.,
ρowo = (ξo +
1
2
gz)wo := −
∫ z
0
(
divh (ξ
ov˜o) +
g
2
˜zdivh vo
)
dz. (2.7)
Notice that (2.6)1 is inferred from (1.6). For details, see the deviation from
(1.4) to (1.7). Hereafter, denote by ρo := ξo+
1
2
gz. The initial and boundary
conditions for the linear system (2.6) are given by
(ξ, v)|t=0 = (ξ0, v0), ∂zv|z=0,1 = 0. (2.8)
The compatible conditions in (1.9) are still imposed and we requirewwξ0ww2H2 ≤M0,wwv0ww2H2 +wwV1ww2L2 ≤M1. (2.9)
Recall that V1 is given in (1.9), essentially, V1 = vt|t=0.
Then the map T , in this case, is defined as
T : (ξo, vo) (ξ, v), (2.10)
where (ξ, v) is the unique solution to the linear system (2.6) with (ξo, vo) ∈ X,
to be established below. The rest of this subsection is devoted to show that
T is a well defined map from X to X.
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2.1.2 Analysing the linear system
In this section we will show the existence of solutions to the linear system
(2.6) with (ξo, vo) in C∞(Ω× [0, T ]) ∩ XT by the Galerkin method.
Equations (2.6)1 and (2.6)2 are linear hyperbolic and parabolic equa-
tions, respectively. The standard existence theory for the corresponding
problem will yield the existence of solutions to our linear system (2.6). We
will only sketch the proof. In this subsection, the positive constant C, which
may be different from line to line, depends on ρ, T,
wwξ0wwH2 ,wwv0wwH2 , and
the L∞-norm of ξo, vo and their derivatives which are finite.
Equation (2.6)2 can be solved by standard Galerkin approximation. For
the sake of simplicity, equation (2.6)2 is written as
(ξo +
1
2
gz)∂tv = µ∆hv + µ∂zzv + (µ + λ)∇hdivh v + F(ξo, vo), (2.11)
with temporary assumption that F(ξo, vo) ∈ C∞(Ω × [0, T ]). Consider the
orthonormal basis {~ei ∈ H20(Ω)}i=1,2··· of the Hilbert space H1(Ω). Denote
by vm(t) :=
∑m
i=1 βi(t)~ei(~x), which is the solution to the following ODE
system: for i = 1, 2 · · ·m,
m∑
j=1
β′j(t)
∫
Ω
(ξo +
1
2
gz)~ej · ~ei d~x+
m∑
j=1
∫
Ω
[
βj(t)(µ∇h~ej : ∇h~ei
+ µ∂z~ej · ∂z~ei + (µ+ λ)
(
divh ~ej
)(
divh ~ei
)]
d~x =
∫
Ω
F(ξo, vo) · ei d~x,
(2.12)
where the above system is supplemented by the initial data {βi(0)}i=1,2···m
satisfying
βi(0) =
∫
Ω
~ei · v0 d~x i ∈ {1, 2 · · ·m}.
Notice that ρo = ξo+
1
2
gz ≥ 1
2
ρ > 0. Therefore the matrix (aij)m×m defined
by
aij =
∫
Ω
(ξo +
1
2
gz)~ej · ~ei d~x
is invertible.
This can be justified by contradiction as follows. Suppose (aij)m×m is not
invertible. Consider the vectors bi := (ai1, ai2 · · · aim), i = 1, 2 · · ·m. Then
there exists (λi)i=1,2···m 6= 0 such that
∑m
i=1 λibi = 0. This is equivalent to
say
0 =
∫
Ω
(ξo +
1
2
gz)~ej ·
m∑
i=1
λi~ei d~x, ∀ j = 1, 2 · · ·m.
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Multiply the above equation with λj and sum over j = 1, 2 · · ·m. We have∫
Ω
(ξo +
1
2
gz)
∣∣ m∑
i=1
λi~ei
∣∣2 d~x = 0,
which yields
∑m
i=1 λi~ei = 0, since ξ
o +
1
2
gz ≥ 1
2
ρ > 0. But the linear
independence of {~ei}i=1,2···m in H1(Ω) implies that (λi)i=1,2···m = 0, which
is contradictory to the previous assumption.
Then the standard ODE theory yields that there exist unique solutions
{βi}i=1,2···m for t ∈ [0, T ′m), with maximal existence time T ′m ∈ (0, T ]. Now
we show that the maximal existence time T ′m = T . Indeed, let us assume
T ′m < T . Multiply (2.12) with βi and sum up the results over i ∈ {1, 2 · · ·m}.
Then in terms of vm, one will have
1
2
d
dt
∫
Ω
(ξo +
1
2
gz)
∣∣vm∣∣2 d~x+ ∫
Ω
(
µ
∣∣∇hvm∣∣2 + µ∣∣∂zvm∣∣2
+ (µ+ λ)
∣∣divh vm∣∣2) d~x = 1
2
∫
Ω
∂tξ
o
∣∣vm∣∣2 d~x
+
∫
Ω
F(ξo, vo) · vm d~x ≤ C
∫
Ω
(ξo +
1
2
gz)
∣∣vm∣∣2 d~x+C,
for some positive constant C depending on ρ and
sup
0≤t≤T
{wwξo(t)ww
L∞
,
ww∂tξo(t)wwL∞ ,wwF(ξo, vo)(t)wwL∞}.
Then the Gro¨nwall’s inequality yields
sup
0≤t≤T ′m
wwvm(t)ww2L2 + ∫ T ′m
0
ww∇vm(t)ww2L2 dt ≤ C,
for some positive constant C independent of m. This implies that one can
extend the solution such that T ′m = T . On the other hand, multiply (2.12)
with β′i(t) and sum up the results over i ∈ {1, 2 · · ·m}. Then one hasww√ρo∂tvmww2L2 + 12 ddt
(
µ
ww∇hvmww2L2 + µww∂zvmww2L2
+ (µ+ λ)
wwdivh vmww2L2) = ∫
Ω
F(ξo, vo) · ∂tvm d~x
≤ 1
2
∫
ρo
∣∣∂tvm∣∣2 d~x+ C,
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for some positive constant C, observing that ρo ≥ 1
2
ρ > 0. Then integrating
the above with respect to t ∈ [0, T ] yields
sup
0≤t≤T
ww∇vm(t)ww2L2 + ∫ T
0
ww∂tvm(t)ww2L2 dt ≤ C,
for some positive constant C. Therefore, we have the followingm-independent
bounds for vm:wwvmwwL∞(0,T ;H1(Ω)) +ww∂tvmwwL2(0,T ;L2(Ω)) < C.
Then after taking a subsequence if necessary, there is v ∈ L∞(0, T ;H1(Ω)),
with ∂tv ∈ L2(0, T ;L2(Ω)) such that
vm
∗
⇀ v in L∞(0, T ;H1(Ω)),
∂tvm ⇀ ∂tv in L
2(0, T ;L2(Ω)).
By Aubin compactness theorem ([61, Theorem 2.1] and [11, 58]) we have
also
vm → v in L2(0, T ;L2(Ω)) strongly.
With the above convergences, one can derive, from (2.12), that the following
equality holds for a.e., s1, s2 ∈ [0, T ] and s1 < s2:∫
Ω
(ρov · ~ψ)|t=s2 d~x−
∫
Ω
(ρov · ~ψ)|t=s1 d~x+
∫ s2
s1
∫
Ω
(
−v · ∂t(ρo ~ψ)
+ µ∇hv : ∇h ~ψ + µ∂zv · ∂z ~ψ + (µ + λ)divh vdivh ~ψ
)
d~x dt
=
∫ s2
s1
∫
Ω
F(ξo, vo) · ~ψ dt,
(2.13)
for ∀~ψ ∈ C∞(Ω × [0, T ]). In addition, since ∂tv ∈ L2(0, T ;L2(Ω)) and
v ∈ L∞(0, T ;H1(Ω)), v is continuous as a L2 function; moreover, (2.13)
holds for any s1, s2 ∈ [0, T ]. In particular, it holds for s1 = 0, s2 = T .
Also, v is the weak solution to (2.11) (equivalently (2.6)2). We remark
that, argued by taking a convergence sequence of C1(Ω × [0, T ]) functions
in C∞(Ω× [0, T ]), ~ψ in (2.13) needs not to be C∞ as above. In particular,
~ψ ∈ C1(Ω × [0, T ]) is sufficient to apply the arguments in the following
paragraphs.
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Now we employ standard difference quotient method in the tangential
direction by choosing ~ψ = D−h(Dhvm)) in (2.13) for h 6= 0 where vm is as
before and Dh is the different quotient in the tangential direction:
Dh(f)(·) := f(·+ h~eh)− f(·)
h
, h 6= 0,
with ~eh ∈ {~ex, ~ey} being the horizontal unit vector. Then it implies,∫
Ω
(Dh(ρov) ·Dhvm)|t=T d~x−
∫
Ω
(Dh(ρov0) ·Dhvm)|t=0 d~x
+
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
(
D−h(Dhv) · ∂t(ρovm) +D−hv · ∂t((Dhρo)vm)
+Dhv · ∂t((D−hρo)vm) + v · ∂t(D−h(Dhρo)vm)
+ µ∇hDhv : ∇hDhvm + µ∂zDhv · ∂zDhvm
+ (µ + λ)divhD
hvdivhD
hvm
)
d~x dt
= −
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
D−h(DhF(ξo, vo)) · vm dt.
After expanding the above expression, taking m → ∞ and then h → 0, we
have
∇∇hv ∈ L2(0, T ;L2(Ω)).
Moreover, (2.13) can be written as, after applying integration by parts in
time, thanks to the regularity we have obtained so far, i.e., ∂tv ∈ L2(0, T ;L2(Ω)),∇∇hv ∈
L2(0, T ;L2(Ω)), v ∈ L∞(0, T ;H1(Ω)),∫ T
0
∫
Ω
µ∂zv · ∂z ~ψ d~x dt = −
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
(
ρo∂tv − µ∆hv
− (µ+ λ)∇hdivh v −F(ξo, vo)
)
· ~ψ d~x dt,
(2.13’)
where the right-hand side is finite for any ~ψ ∈ C∞(Ω×[0, T ]) with
ww~ψww
L2(0,T ;L2(Ω))
<
∞. In particular, by taking ~ψ ∈ C∞0 (Ω × [0, T ]), this identity implies that
the distributional derivative ∂zzv = ∂z(∂zv) is a function in L
2(0, T ;L2(Ω)),
thus v ∈ L2(0, T ;H2(Ω)). Therefore, (2.11) holds in L2(0, T ;L2(Ω)) and
a.e. in Ω× (0, T ). Consequently,∫ T
0
∫
Ω
(
ρo∂tv − µ∆hv − (µ+ λ)∇hdivh v − µ∂zzv
−F(ξo, vo)
)
· ~ψ d~x dt = 0,
(2.14)
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for any ~ψ ∈ C∞(Ω× [0, T ]). Now, thanks to the regularity we have obtained,
from (2.13), after applying integration by parts, for every ~ψ ∈ C∞(Ω×[0, T ]),
it holds ∫ T
0
∫
Ωh
µ∂zv · ~ψ d~xh dt|z=1 −
∫ T
0
∫
Ωh
µ∂zv · ~ψ d~xh dt|z=0
= −
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
(
ρovt − µ∆hv − µ∂zzv − (µ+ λ)∇hdivh v
−F(ξo, vo)
)
· ~ψ d~x dt = 0,
due to (2.14). Therefore, by taking ~ψ with support near the boundaries
{z = 0} and {z = 1}, one can check ∂zv
∣∣
z=0,1
= 0 in the distribution sense
and also in L2(Ωh) thanks to the trace theorem. This verifies the boundary
condition (2.8) and v is the solution to (2.6)2 (equivalently (2.11)) with
∂zv
∣∣
z=0,1
= 0 and
v ∈ L∞(0, T ;H1(Ω)) ∩ L2(0, T ;H2(Ω)),
∂tv ∈ L2(0, T ;L2(Ω)).
(2.15)
Observing that the ODE theory we apply before in (2.12) implies that
{β′j}j=1,2···m are differentiable in time, and hence {β′′j }j=1,2···m exist. To
derive higher order regularity, consider the time derivative of the Galerkin
approximation system (2.12): for i ∈ {1, 2 · · ·m},
m∑
j=1
β′′j (t)
∫
Ω
(ξo +
1
2
gz)~ej · ~ei d~x+
m∑
j=1
β′j(t)
∫
Ω
∂tξ
o~ej · ~ei d~x
+
m∑
j=1
∫
Ω
[
β′j(t)(µ∇h~ej : ∇h~ei + µ∂z~ej · ∂z~ei
+ (µ+ λ)
(
divh ~ej
)(
divh ~ei
)]
d~x =
∫
Ω
∂t(F(ξo, vo)) · ei d~x.
Then multiply the above with β′i(t) and sum the results over i ∈ {1, 2 · · ·m}.
Integration in time yields ∂tvm ∈ L∞(0, T ;L2(Ω))∩L2(0, T ;H1(Ω)), and the
norm is bounded independent of m. By taking m→∞, one concludes that
∂tv ∈ L∞(0, T ;L2(Ω)) ∩ L2(0, T ;H1(Ω)).
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Now, since v is the solution to (2.11) (equivalently (2.6)2), consider the
elliptic problem,
−µ∆hv − µ∂zzv − (µ+ λ)∇hdivh v = −(ξo + 1
2
gz)∂tv + F(ξo, vo)
in Ω, with ∂zv
∣∣
z=0,1
, periodic in ~xh.
(2.16)
Then the regularity estimate of such an elliptic problem implies that
v ∈ L∞(0, T ;H2(Ω)) ∩ L2(0, T ;H3(Ω)).
We remark here about how to get the H3 regularity: first using differ-
ence quotient method to obtain the estimates of the horizontal derivatives;
and then using the equation to represent the vertical derivative in terms
of others and thus obtaining the regularity of the vertical derivative. Sim-
ilar arguments also applied to the H4 regularity below. See, for instance,
[60, Proposition 7.5]
Additionally, supposed v0 ∈ H3(Ω), from the equation (2.11), one has
∂tv
∣∣
t=0
∈ H1(Ω). Repeating the above arguments from (2.12) to (2.15) with
v replaced by ∂tv yields ∂tv ∈ L∞(0, T ;H1(Ω)) ∩ L2(0, T ;H2(Ω)) and the
elliptic estimate of elliptic problem (2.16) implies v ∈ L∞(0, T ;H3(Ω)) ∩
L2(0, T ;H4(Ω)).
In order to solve the hyperbolic equation (2.6)1, we employ a parabolic
regularizing procedure. Consider the regularization of (2.6)1: for any ι > 0,
∂tξ + vo · ∇hξ + ξdivh vo + g
2
zdivh vo = ι∆hξ in Ωh, (2.17)
subject to periodic boundary condition. The existence and the regularity of
solutions to (2.17) follow with similar arguments as above. In fact, one can
repeat similar steps to show that for ξ0 ∈ H3(Ωh), the solution to (2.17)
satisfies
ξ ∈ L∞(0, T ;H3(Ω)) ∩ L2(0, T ;H4(Ω)),
∂tξ ∈ L∞(0, T ;H1(Ω)) ∩ L2(0, T ;H2(Ω)).
Now we derive the estimate independent of ι > 0. In fact, taking ∂hh =
∂2h, ∂h ∈ {∂x, ∂y}, in (2.17), and taking L2-inner product of the resultant
with ∂hhξ yield, after applying integration by parts and Ho¨lder inequality,
1
2
d
dt
∣∣∂hhξ∣∣2L2 + ι∣∣∇h∂hhξ∣∣2L2 ≤ C +C∣∣∂hhξ∣∣2L2 .
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Then the Gro¨nwall’s inequality yields
∣∣ξ∣∣
H2
< C
∣∣ξ0∣∣H2 +C for some positive
constant C, independent of ι and
∣∣ξ0∣∣H3 . Also, taking L2-inner product of
(2.17) with ∂tξ and applying integration by parts in the resultants yield,
ι
2
d
dt
∣∣∇hξ∣∣2L2 + ∣∣∂tξ∣∣2L2 ≤ 12 ∣∣∂tξ∣∣2L2 + C∣∣ξ∣∣H2 + C.
Thus
∣∣∂tξ∣∣L2(0,T ;L2(Ω)) < C∣∣ξ0∣∣H2 + C for some positive constant C, inde-
pendent of ι and
∣∣ξ0∣∣H3 . Therefore by taking ι→ 0+ in (2.17), we obtain a
solution ξ to the hyperbolic equation (2.6)1 with
ξ ∈ L∞(0, T ;H2(Ω)), ∂tξ ∈ L2(0, T ;L2(Ω)).
From (2.6)1, one can infer that ∂tξ ∈ L∞(0, T ;H1(Ω)). In particular, the
bounds depend only on
wwξ0wwH2 . Then taking an approximating sequence of
ξ0 ∈ H2 in H3 space concludes the existence of solutions to the hyperbolic
equation (2.6)1 for ξ0 ∈ H2.
In addition, suppose ξ0 ∈ H3(Ω). By approximating it in H4 space,
similar arguments will establish a solution ξ to the hyperbolic equation (2.6)
with
ξ ∈ L∞(0, T ;H3(Ω)), ∂tξ ∈ L∞(0, T ;H2(Ω)).
We summarize the above discussion in the following:
Proposition 1. For given (ξo, vo) ∈ C∞(Ω× [0, T ])∩XT , there is a unique
strong solution (ξ, v) ∈ YT of system (2.6) with the initial and boundary
conditions (2.8).
Supposed, in addition, ξ0, v0 ∈ H3(Ω), one will have the following regu-
larity of the unique solution (ξ, v) of system (2.6):
ξ ∈ L∞(0, T ;H3(Ω)), ∂tξ ∈ L∞(0, T ;H2(Ω)),
v ∈ L∞(0, T ;H3(Ω)) ∩ L2(0, T ;H4(Ω)),
∂tv ∈ L∞(0, T ;H1(Ω)) ∩ L2(0, T ;H2(Ω)).
(2.18)
Proof. With the discussion above, what is left is to prove the uniqueness.
It is sufficient to consider the following homogeneous system with vanishing
initial data:
∂tξ + vo · ∇hξ + ξdivh vo = 0 in Ω,
(ξo +
1
2
gz)∂tv = µ∆hv + µ∂zzv + (µ+ λ)∇hdivh v in Ω,
∂zξ = 0 in Ω,
∂zv
∣∣
z=0,1
= 0, (ξ, v)t=0 = 0.
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However, the standard L2 estimate yields
d
dt
wwξww2
L2
≤ Cwwvoww
H3
wwξww2
L2
,
d
dt
ww(ξo + 1
2
gz)1/2v
ww2
L2
+ 2µ
ww∇vww2
L2
+ 2(µ + λ)
wwdivh vww2L2
≤ ww∂tξowwL2wwvwwL3wwvwwL6 ≤ Cww∂tξowwL2wwvww1/2L2 wwvww3/2H1
≤ µww∇vww2
L2
+ C
(ww∂tξoww4L2 + 1)wwvww2L2 .
Thus applying Gro¨nwall’s inequality to above implies (ξ, v) ≡ 0 for every
t ∈ [0, T ] thanks to the fact ξo+ 1
2
gz ≥ 1
2
ρ > 0. This finishes the proof.
2.1.3 A priori estimates for the inhomogeneous linear system
In this subsection, we show that the map T defined in (2.10) is a well defined
map from X into X. Indeed, we will show the following proposition:
Proposition 2. Consider the initial data with the bounds M0,M1 in (2.9)
and (ξo, vo) ∈ X = XT . There is a Tg = Tg(M0,M1, µ, λ, ρ) > 0 sufficiently
small such that for any T ∈ (0, Tg), there exists a unique solution to (2.6).
Moreover, the solution belongs to X = XT . Therefore, for any such T , the
map T in (2.10) is a well defined map from X into X.
To show this proposition, we choose approximating sequences of (ξo, vo)
(respectively, (ξ0, v0)) in C
∞(Ω × [0, T ]) ∩ XT (respectively, H3(Ω)). Then
Proposition 1 guarantees there exists a unique solution to system (2.6) with
the regularity stated in (2.18). In particular, the estimates below on the
equations are allowed and rigorous. Also, as one will see, the estimates
depend only on M0,M1. Then after taking a subsequence if necessary, the
estimates below hold for (ξo, vo) (respectively, (ξ0, v0)) in XT (respectively,
H2(Ω)). Therefore we conclude the existence of solutions to system (2.6)
with (ξo, vo) ∈ X and initial data in (2.9).
Proof of Proposition 2. The existence of solutions is a direct consequence
of Proposition 3 and Proposition 4, below, and the approximating argu-
ments discussed above. The uniqueness of solutions follows from the same
arguments in the proof of Proposition 1.
Hereafter, to simplify the arguments, we assume that the solution (ξ, v)
to the linear system (2.6) is smooth enough so that the regularity in (2.18)
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holds and the following estimates are rigorous. In particular, all the opera-
tions applied on the equations below are allowed.
We start by establishing some estimates for the solutions of (2.6)1. In
particular, we will establish the following estimates on ξ:
• The lower bound for ξ;
• The H2(Ω) norm for ξ;
• The H1 norm for ∂tξ.
Indeed, we will show the following:
Proposition 3. There exists a T ′ = T ′(M0, C1M1, ρ) > 0 sufficiently small
such that for any T ∈ (0, T ′], the solution ξ to (2.6)1 satisfies the following,
• ξ + 1
2
gz ≥ 1
2
ρ;
• sup0≤t≤T
wwξ(t)ww2
H2
≤ 2M0;
• sup0≤t≤T
ww∂tξ(t)ww2H1 ≤ C2,
where M0 is as in (2.9).
The lower bound for ξ
In order to derive the lower bound of ξ, we employ the following Stampaccia-
like argument. Let M = M(t) > 0 be a nonnegative integrable function to
be determined later. Consider η = η(x, y, t) := ξ − ρ + ∫ t0 M(s) ds. Then
according to (2.6)1, η satisfies the equation
∂tη + vo · ∇hη + ηdivh vo = −(ρ−
∫ t
0
M(s) ds)divh vo
− g
2
zdivh vo +M(t).
Let
1{η<0} =
{
1 in {η < 0},
0 otherwise,
be the characteristic function of the set {η < 0} and denote by η− :=
−η1{η<0} ≥ 0. Observe that since ξ ∈ H1(Ω × [0, T ]), so it η−. Then
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multiplying the above equation with −1{η<0} and integrating the resultant
in Ωh yield
d
dt
∫
Ωh
η− d~xh =
∫
{η<0}
(
(ρ−
∫ t
0
M(s) ds)divh vo +
g
2
zdivh vo −M(t)
)
d~xh.
Now, let 0 < M(t) := Cmax{
∣∣divh vo∣∣L∞ , ∣∣zdivh vo∣∣L∞} ≤ CwwvowwH3 <∞, a.e., for some constant C > 0. Then the integrand on the right-hand
side of the above equation satisfies
(ρ−
∫ t
0
M(s) ds)divh vo +
g
2
zdivh vo −M(t)
≤ 1
C
(
ρ+ C
∫ T
0
wwvoww
H3
(s) ds +
g
2
)
M(t)−M(t)
≤ 1
C
(
ρ+ 1 +
g
2
)
M(t)−M(t) < 0,
provided C is large enough and T is small enough such that
1
C
(
ρ+ 1 +
g
2
)
< 1, and
C
∫ T
0
wwvoww
H3
(s) ds ≤ CT 1/2(∫ T
0
wwvoww2
H3
(s) ds
)1/2
≤ CC1/21 M1/21 T 1/2 < 1.
Therefore we have
d
dt
∫
Ωh
η− d~xh ≤ 0 a.e.
which, after integrating over [0, t0] for any t0 ∈ [0, T ], thanks to the fact
η−(0) ≡ 0, yields ∫
Ωh
η−(t0) d~xh ≤ 0. (2.19)
Hence η− = 0 in Ωh × [0, T ]. That is, η(t) = ξ(t)− ρ+
∫ t
0 M(s) ds ≥ 0 and
ξ(t) +
1
2
gz > ξ(t) ≥ ρ− C
∫ T
0
wwvoww
H3
(s) ds
≥ ρ− CC1/21 M1/21 T 1/2 ≥
1
2
ρ,
(2.20)
for t ∈ [0, T ], T ≤ T1, with T1 = T1(C1M1, ρ) sufficiently small.
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The H2(Ω) norm for ξ
Since ξ is independent of the vertical variable, it is sufficient to estimate
the horizontal derivatives. Denote, hereafter, ∂h ∈ {∂x, ∂y} and ∂hh = ∂2h,
etc. Applying ∂hh to (2.6)1 will give us the following,
∂t∂hhξ + vo · ∇h∂hhξ + 2∂hvo · ∇h∂hξ + ∂hhξdivh vo + ∂hhvo · ∇hξ
+ 2∂hξdivh ∂hvo + ξdivh ∂hhvo +
g
2
zdivh ∂hhvo = 0.
(2.21)
Multiply (2.21) with ∂hhξ and integrate the resultant in Ωh. It holds
1
2
d
dt
∣∣∂hhξ∣∣2L2 + ∫
Ωh
(
1
2
divh vo
∣∣∂hhξ∣∣2 + (2∂hvo · ∇h∂hξ)∂hhξ) d~xh
+
∫
Ωh
(
(∂hhvo · ∇hξ)∂hhξ + 2∂hξdivh ∂hvo∂hhξ
)
d~xh
+
∫
Ωh
ξdivh ∂hhvo∂hhξ d~xh +
g
2
∫
Ωh
zdivh ∂hhvo∂hhξ d~xh = 0.
Then after applying Ho¨lder inequality and Sobolev embedding inequalities,
we have
d
dt
∣∣∂hhξ∣∣2L2 . wwvowwH3∣∣ξ∣∣2H2 +wwvowwH3∣∣ξ∣∣H2 .
Similar arguments also hold for the lower order derivatives. Therefore, one
has, since
∣∣ξ∣∣
H2
=
wwξww
H2
,
d
dt
wwξww2
H2
≤ Cwwvoww
H3
wwξww2
H2
+ C
wwvoww
H3
wwξww
H2
.
This will imply after applying the Gro¨nwall’s inequality
sup
0≤t≤T
wwξ(t)ww2
H2
≤ eCC1/21 M1/21 T 1/2wwξ0ww2H2
+ CC
1/2
1 M
1/2
1 T
1/2eCC
1/2
1
M
1/2
1
T 1/2 sup
0<t<T
wwξww
H2
≤ 1
4
sup
0≤t≤T
wwξww2
H2
+ C2C1M1e
2CC
1/2
1
M
1/2
1
T 1/2T
+ eCC
1/2
1
M
1/2
1
T 1/2M0,
(2.22)
where we have plugged in above the estimate
C
∫ T
0
wwvoww
H3
dt ≤ C(∫ T
0
wwvoww2
H3
dt
)1/2
T 1/2 ≤ CC1/21 M1/21 T 1/2.
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Then for T ∈ (0, T2] with T2(M0, C1M1) sufficiently small, (2.22) yields
sup
0≤t≤T
wwξ(t)ww2
H2
≤ 2M0. (2.23)
The H1(Ω) norm for ∂tξ
Applying ∂h to (2.6)1 gives us the following,
∂t∂hξ = −vo · ∇h∂hξ − ∂hvo · ∇hξ − ∂hξdivh vo
− ξdivh ∂hvo − g
2
zdivh ∂hvo.
Therefore, direct estimates imply∣∣∂t∂hξ∣∣L2 . ∣∣vo∣∣H2∣∣ξ∣∣H2 + ∣∣vo∣∣H2 .
Similar estimates also hold for
ww∂tξwwL2 . Henceww∂tξww2H1 ≤ Cwwvoww2H2wwξww2H2 + Cwwvoww2H2 ≤ C2, (2.24)
where C2 = C2(M0, C1M1) is given by
C(1 + 2M0)C1M1 =: C2. (2.25)
Proof of Proposition 3. By choosing T ′ = min{T1, T2}, the proof of the
proposition is the direct consequence of (2.20), (2.23) and (2.24).
Next, we shall perform some estimates for the solutions of (2.6)2. In
particular, we will establish the following estimates:
• Horizontal spatial derivative estimates for v;
• Time derivative estimates for v;
• Vertical derivative estimates for v.
Then we will use the estimates mentioned above to show the following:
Proposition 4. There exists a T ′′ = T ′′(M0,M1, C1, C2, ρ) ∈ (0,∞) suffi-
ciently small such that for every T ∈ (0, T ′′], the solution v to (2.6)2 satisfies
sup
0≤t≤T
(
wwv(t)ww2
H2
+
wwvt(t)ww2L2) + ∫ T
0
(wwv(t)ww2
H3
+
wwvt(t)ww2H1) dt ≤ C1M1.
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Horizontal spatial derivative estimates for v
Applying ∂hh to (2.6)2 will yield the following,
ρo∂t∂hhv − µ∆h∂hhv − µ∂zz∂hhv − (µ + λ)∇hdivh ∂hhv
= −2∂hρo∂t∂hv − ∂hhρo∂tv − ∂hh(ρovo · ∇hvo)− ∂hh(ρowo∂zvo)
− ∂hh((2ξo + gz)∇hξo),
(2.26)
where ρo = ξo + 12gz. Notice that the boundary condition in (2.8) will
ensure that after integration by parts there are has no boundary terms in
the following estimates. After taking the inner product of (2.26) with ∂hhv
and integrating by parts, one has
d
dt
{
1
2
∫
Ω
ρo
∣∣∂hhv∣∣2 d~x}+ ∫
Ω
(
µ
∣∣∇h∂hhv∣∣2 + µ∣∣∂hhzv∣∣2 + (µ + λ)
× ∣∣divh ∂hhv∣∣2) d~x = − ∫
Ω
(
2∂hρ
o∂t∂hv · ∂hhv + ∂hhρo∂tv · ∂hhv
)
d~x
+
1
2
∫
Ω
∂tρ
o
∣∣∂hhvo∣∣2 d~x+ ∫
Ω
∂h(ρ
ovo · ∇hvo) · ∂hhhv d~x
+
∫
Ω
∂h(ρ
owo∂zv
o) · ∂hhhv d~x+
∫
Ω
∂h((2ξ
o + gz)∇hξo) · ∂hhhv d~x
=:
5∑
i=1
Ii. (2.27)
Notice that the regularity in (2.18) guarantees the inner product above is al-
lowed. For instance, ρo∂t∂hhv ∈ L2(0, T ;L2(Ω)) and ∂hhv ∈ L2(0, T ;H2(Ω)),
and therefore
∫
ρo∂t∂hhv·∂hhv d~x is allowed as an integrable quantity and the
fundamental theorem of calculus can be applied. We list below the estimates
of the Ii terms. We will use the fact
wwρoww2
H2
≤ Cwwξoww2
H2
+Cg2 ≤ CM0+C,ww∂tρoww2L2 = ww∂tξoww2L2 ≤ C2. Also, hereafter the following estimates hold
for every δ, ω > 0 which will be chosen later to be adequately small. Corre-
spondingly, Cδ, Cω, Cδ,ω are some positive constants depending on δ, ω.
I1 .
ww∂hρowwL6ww∇hvtwwL2ww∂hhvwwL3
+
ww∂hhρowwL2ww∂tvwwL3ww∂hhvwwL6
.
wwρoww
H2
ww∇hvtwwL2wwvww1/2H2ww∂hhvww1/2H1
+
wwρoww
H2
ww∂tvww1/2L2 ww∂tvww1/2H1ww∂hhvwwH1
. δ
ww∂hhvww2H1 + ωwwvtww2H1 + Cδ,ω(M20 + 1)(wwvww2H2
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+
ww∂tvww2L2).
I2 .
ww∂tρowwL2ww∂hhvowwL3ww∂hhvowwL6 . ww∂tρowwL2wwvoww1/2H2
×wwvoww3/2
H3
. ω
wwvoww2
H3
+ CωC
2
2C1M1.
I3 . (
ww∂hρowwL6wwvowwL∞ww∇hvowwL3 +wwρowwL∞ww∂hvowwL6ww∇hvowwL3
+
wwρoww
L∞
wwvoww
L∞
ww∇2hvowwL2)ww∂hhhvwwL2
.
wwρoww
H2
wwvoww2
H2
ww∂hhvwwH1 . δww∂hhvww2H1 + Cδ(M0 + 1)C21M21 .
I5 . (
ww∇hξoww2L4 +wwξowwL∞ww∇2hξowwL2 +ww∇2hξowwL2)ww∂hhhvwwL2
. (
wwξoww2
H2
+ 1)
ww∂hhvwwH1 . δww∂hhvww2H1 + Cδ(M20 + 1).
In order to estimate I4, we shall plug in (2.7). One has
I4 =
∫
Ω
∂h(ρ
owo)∂zv
o · ∂hhhv d~x+
∫
Ω
ρowo∂hzv
o · ∂hhhv d~x
= −
∫ 1
0
∫
Ωh
[∫ z
0
[
∂hdivh (ξ
ov˜o) +
g
2
˜zdivh ∂hvo
]
dz′∂zv
o · ∂hhhv
]
d~xh dz
−
∫ 1
0
∫
Ωh
[∫ z
0
[
divh (ξ
ov˜o) +
g
2
˜zdivh vo
]
dz′∂hzv
o · ∂hhhv
]
d~xh dz
=: I ′4 + I
′′
4 .
Then applying the Minkowski’s and the Sobolev embedding inequalities
yields
I ′′4 = −
∫ 1
0
∫ z
0
∫
Ωh
[
divh (ξ
ov˜o) +
g
2
˜zdivh vo
]
(~xh, z
′, t)
× [∂hzvo · ∂hhhv](~xh, z, t) d~xh dz′ dz
.
∫ 1
0
(∣∣∇hξo∣∣L4∣∣v˜o∣∣L∞ + ∣∣ξo∣∣L∞∣∣∇˜hvo∣∣L4 + ∣∣∇˜hvo∣∣L4) dz′
×
∫ 1
0
∣∣∂hzvo∣∣L4∣∣∂hhhv∣∣L2 dz . (wwξowwH2 + 1)wwvoww3/2H2wwvoww1/2H3
×ww∂hhvwwH1 . δww∂hhvww2H1 + ωwwvoww2H3 + Cδ,ω(M20 + 1)C31M31 ,
I ′4 = −
∫ 1
0
∫ z
0
∫
Ωh
[
∂hdivh (ξ
ov˜o) +
g
2
˜zdivh ∂hvo
]
(~xh, z
′, t)
× [∂zvo · ∂hhhv](~xh, z, t) d~xh dz′ dz
.
∫ 1
0
(∣∣∇2hξo∣∣L2∣∣v˜o∣∣L∞ + ∣∣∇hξo∣∣L4∣∣∇˜hvo∣∣L4 + ∣∣ξo∣∣L∞∣∣∇˜2hvo∣∣L2
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+
∣∣∇˜2hvo∣∣L2) dz′ × ∫ 1
0
∣∣∂zvo∣∣L∞∣∣∂hhhv∣∣L2 dz
.
∫ 1
0
(
∣∣ξo∣∣
H2
+ 1)
∣∣v˜o∣∣
H2
dz′ ×
∫ 1
0
∣∣∂zvo∣∣1/2H1 ∣∣∂zvo∣∣1/2H2 ∣∣∂hhhv∣∣L2 dz
. (
wwξoww
H2
+ 1)
wwvoww3/2
H2
wwvoww1/2
H3
ww∂hhvwwH1 . δww∂hhvww2H1 + ωwwvoww2H3
+ Cδ,ω(M
2
0 + 1)C
3
1M
3
1 ,
where we have employed (1.20). Summing the above inequalities with δ
small enough yields the following estimate
d
dt
ww√ρo∂hhvww2L2 + cµ,λww∂hhvww2H1 . ω(ww∂tvww2H1 +wwvoww2H3)
+ CωH(M0, C1M1, C2)(
wwvww2
H2
+
ww∂tvww2L2 + 1).
Hereafter, H will be used to denote a polynomial quantity of its arguments
(i.e., the norms of the initial data and ξo, vo) which may be different from
line to line. Also cµ,λ, Cω denote positive constants depending on µ, λ and
ω, respectively. Similar arguments also hold for the lower order derivatives.
Then after suitable choice of ω, one has
d
dt
(ww√ρovww2
L2
+
ww√ρo∇hvww2L2 +ww√ρo∇2hvww2L2)+ cµ,λ(wwvww2H1
+
ww∇hvww2H1 +ww∇2hvww2H1) ≤ ω(ww∂tvww2H1 +wwvoww2H3)
+ CωH(M0, C1M1, C2)
(wwvww2
H2
+
ww∂tvww2L2 + 1).
(2.28)
Time derivative estimates for v
Observe, from (2.6)2, we have
∂tv = −vo · ∇hvo − wo∂zvo − 2∇hξo
+ (ρo)−1
(
µ∆hv + µ∂zzv + (µ + λ)∇hdivh v
)
.
with the right-hand side which is differentiable in time with value in L2(0, T ;L2(Ω)).
Hence ∂tvt ∈ L2(0, T ;L2(Ω)), and we can apply ∂t to (2.6)2. This yields
ρo∂tvt − µ∆hvt − µ∂zzvt − (µ + λ)∇hdivh vt = −∂tρo∂tv
− ∂t(ρovo · ∇hvo)− ∂t(ρowo∂zvo)− ∂t((2ξo + gz)∇hξo).
(2.29)
Taking the inner product of (2.29) with vt and integrating the resultant
yield
d
dt
1
2
∫
Ω
ρo
∣∣∂tv∣∣2 d~x+ ∫
Ω
(
µ
∣∣∇hvt∣∣2 + µ∣∣∂zvt∣∣2 + (µ+ λ)∣∣divh vt∣∣2) d~x
30
= −1
2
∫
Ω
∂tρ
o
∣∣vt∣∣2 d~x− ∫
Ω
∂t(ρ
ovo · ∇hvo) · ∂tv d~x
−
∫
Ω
∂t(ρ
owo∂zv
o) · ∂tv d~x−
∫
Ω
∂t((2ξ
o + gz)∇hξo) · ∂tv d~x
=:
9∑
i=6
Ii. (2.30)
We now provide estimates for the right-hand side terms of (2.30).
I6 .
ww∂tρowwL2ww∂tvwwL3ww∂tvwwL6 . ww∂tρowwL2ww∂tvww1/2L2 ww∂tvww3/2H1
. δ
ww∂tvww2H1 + CδC22ww∂tvww2L2 .
I7 . (
ww∂tρowwL2wwvowwL∞ww∇hvowwL6 +wwρowwL∞ww∂tvowwL2ww∇hvowwL6
+
wwρoww
L∞
wwvoww
L6
ww∇hvotwwL2)ww∂tvwwL3 . (ww∂tρowwL2wwvoww2H2
+
wwρoww
H2
ww∂tvowwL2wwvowwH2 +wwρowwH2wwvowwH1wwvotwwH1)
×
ww∂tvww1/2L2 ww∂tvww1/2H1 . δww∂tvww2H1 + ω(wwvoww2H3 +ww∂tvoww2H1)
+ Cδ,ω(C
2
2 +M
2
0 + 1)C
2
1M
2
1
ww∂tvww2L2 .
I9 =
∫
Ω
(2ξo + gz)∂tξ
odivh vt d~x . (
wwξoww
L∞
+ 1)
ww∂tξowwL2wwdivh ∂tvwwL2
. δ
ww∂tvww2H1 + Cδ(M0 + 1)C2.
In order to estimate I8, we first substitute (2.7) and thus we have,
I8 = −
∫
Ω
∂t(ρ
owo)∂zv
o · ∂tv d~x−
∫
Ω
ρowo∂zv
o
t · ∂tv d~x
=
∫ 1
0
∫
Ωh
[∫ z
0
[
divh (ξ
o
t v˜
o) + divh (ξ
ov˜ot ) +
g
2
˜zdivh v
o
t
]
dz′
× (∂zvo · ∂tv)] d~xh dz + ∫ 1
0
∫
Ωh
[∫ z
0
[
divh (ξ
ov˜o) +
g
2
˜zdivh vo
]
dz′
× (∂zvot · ∂tv)] d~xh dz =: I ′8 + I ′′8 .
Then we apply (1.20), the Minkowski’s and the Sobolev embedding inequal-
ities as follows,
I ′8 = −
∫ 1
0
∫ z
0
∫
Ωh
[
ξot v˜
o + ξov˜ot +
g
2
z˜vot
]
(~xh, z
′, t)
· [∇h(∂zvo · ∂tv)](~xh, z, t) d~xh dz′ dz
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.∫ 1
0
(∣∣ξot ∣∣L2∣∣v˜o∣∣L∞ + ∣∣ξo∣∣L∞∣∣v˜ot ∣∣L2 + ∣∣v˜ot ∣∣L2) dz′ × ∫ 1
0
(∣∣∇h∂zvo∣∣L4∣∣∂tv∣∣L4
+
∣∣∂zvo∣∣L∞∣∣∇hvt∣∣L2) dz . (wwξotwwL2wwvowwH2 +wwξowwH2wwvotwwL2
+
wwvotwwL2)wwvoww1/2H2wwvoww1/2H3ww∂tvwwH1 . δww∂tvww2H1 + ωwwvoww2H3
+ Cδ,ω(C
2
2 +M
2
0 + 1)C
3
1M
3
1 ,
I ′′8 .
∫ 1
0
(∣∣∇hξo∣∣L4∣∣v˜o∣∣L∞ + ∣∣ξo∣∣L∞∣∣∇˜hvo∣∣L4 + ∣∣∇˜hvo∣∣L4) dz′
×
∫ 1
0
∣∣∂zvot ∣∣L2∣∣∂tv∣∣L4 dz . (wwξowwH2wwvowwH2 +wwvowwH2)wwvotwwH1
×
ww∂tvww1/2L2 ww∂tvww1/2H1 . δww∂tvww2H1 + ωww∂tvoww2H1
+ Cδ,ω(M
2
0 + 1)C
2
1M
2
1
ww∂tvww2L2 .
Summing up the above inequalities with small enough δ and ω yields
d
dt
ww√ρovtww2L2 + cµ,λwwvtww2H1 ≤ ω(wwvoww2H3 +ww∂tvoww2H1)
+ CωH(M0, C1M1, C2)
(ww∂tvww2L2 + 1). (2.31)
Vertical derivative estimates for v
Taking the inner product of (2.6)2 with vt and integrating the resultant
will yield,
1
2
d
dt
(
µ
ww∇hvww2L2 + µww∂zvww2L2 + (µ+ λ)wwdivh vww2L2)+ww√ρovtww2L2
= −
∫
Ω
(ρovo · ∇hvo) · ∂tv d~x−
∫
Ω
ρowo∂zv
o · ∂tv d~x
−
∫
Ω
(2ξo + gz)∇hξo · ∂tv d~x =:
12∑
i=10
Ii. (2.32)
Then the Ho¨lder and the Sobolev embedding inequalities yield
I10 .
wwρoww
L∞
wwvoww
L∞
ww∇hvowwL2ww∂tvwwL2 . δww√ρovtww2L2
+ Cδ,ρ(M0 + 1)C
2
1M
2
1 ,
I12 . δ
ww√ρovtww2L2 + Cδ,ρ(M20 + 1),
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where we have used the fact that ρo = ξo + 12gz ≥ 12ρ > 0. As before,
plugging in (2.7) yields
I11 =
∫ 1
0
∫
Ωh
[∫ z
0
[
divh (ξ
ov˜o) +
g
2
˜zdivh vo
]
dz′ × (∂zvo · ∂tv)] d~xh dz
.
∫ 1
0
(∣∣∇hξo∣∣L4∣∣v˜o∣∣L∞ + ∣∣ξo∣∣L∞ ∣∣∇˜hvo∣∣L4 + ∣∣∇˜hvo∣∣L4) dz′
×
∫ 1
0
∣∣∂zvo∣∣L4∣∣∂tv∣∣L2 dz . (wwξowwH2 + 1)wwvoww2H2ww∂tvwwL2
. δ
ww√ρovtww2L2 + Cδ,ρ(M0 + 1)C21M21 .
Therefore, (2.32) implies
d
dt
(
µ
ww∇hvww2L2 + µww∂zvww2L2 + (µ+ λ)wwdivh vww2L2)+ww√ρovtww2L2
≤ H(M0, C1M1, C2, ρ).
(2.33)
On the other hand, (2.6)2 can be written as
µ∂zzv − ρo∂tv = −µ∆hv − (µ+ λ)∇hdivh v + ρovo · ∇hvo
+ ρowo∂zv
o + (2ξo + gz)∇hξo.
(2.34)
Taking the inner product of (2.34) with ∂t∂zzv and integrating the resultant
will yield, after using the boundary condition (2.8) and integrating by parts,
1
2
d
dt
(µ
ww∇h∂zvww2L2 + µww∂zzvww2L2 + (µ+ λ)wwdivh ∂zvww2L2)
+
ww√ρo∂zvtww2L2 = − ∫
Ω
∂zρ
ovt · ∂zvt d~x−
∫
Ω
∂z(ρ
ovo · ∇hvo) · ∂zvt d~x
−
∫
Ω
∂z(ρ
owo∂zv
o) · ∂zvt d~x−
∫
Ω
g∇hξo · ∂zvt d~x =:
16∑
i=13
Ii. (2.35)
Then we have, noticing that ∂zρ
o = 12g,
I13 = −
∫
Ω
g
2
vt · ∂zvt d~x .
wwvtwwL2ww∂zvtwwL2 . δww√ρo∂zvtww2L2
+ Cδ,ρ
wwvtww2L2 ,
I14 . (
wwvoww
L3
ww∇hvowwL6 +wwρowwL∞ww∂zvowwL6ww∇hvowwL3
+
wwρoww
L∞
wwvoww
L∞
ww∇h∂zvowwL2)ww∂zvtwwL2 . δww√ρovtww2L2
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+ Cδ,ρ(M0 + 1)C
2
1M
2
1 ,
I16 .
wwξoww
H1
ww∂zvtwwL2 . δww√ρovtww2L2 +Cδ,ρM0.
Next, we observe that
I15 = −
∫
Ω
∂z(ρ
owo)∂zv
o · ∂zvt d~x−
∫
Ω
ρowo∂zzv
o · ∂zvt d~x
=
∫
Ω
(divh (ξ
ov˜o) +
g
2
˜zdivh vo)× (∂zvo · ∂zvt) d~x
+
∫ 1
0
∫
Ωh
[∫ z
0
[
divh (ξ
ov˜o) +
g
2
˜zdivh vo
]
dz′ × (∂zzvo · ∂zvt)] d~xh dz
=: I ′15 + I
′′
15.
Then one has
I ′15 . (
ww∇hξowwL3wwv˜owwL∞ +wwξowwL∞ww∇˜hvowwL3 +ww∇˜hvowwL3)
×
ww∂zvowwL6ww∂zvtwwL2 . δww√ρo∂zvtww2L2 + Cδ,ρ(M0 + 1)C21M21 ,
I ′′15 .
∫ 1
0
(∣∣∇hξo∣∣L4∣∣v˜o∣∣L∞ + ∣∣ξo∣∣L∞∣∣∇˜hvo∣∣L4 + ∣∣∇˜hvo∣∣L4) dz′
×
∫ 1
0
∣∣∂zzvo∣∣L4∣∣∂zvt∣∣L2 dz . (wwξowwH2 + 1)wwvoww3/2H2wwvoww1/2H3
×ww∂zvtwwL2 . δww√ρo∂zvtww2L2 + ωwwvoww2H3 + Cδ,ω,ρ(M20 + 1)C31M31 .
Therefore (2.35) yields
d
dt
(µ
ww∇h∂zvww2L2 + µww∂zzvww2L2 + (µ+ λ)wwdivh ∂zvww2L2)
+ cµ,λ
ww√ρo∂zvtww2L2 ≤ ωwwvoww2H3
+ CωH(M0, C1M1, C2, ρ)(
wwvtww2L2 + 1).
(2.36)
Next, applying ∂ ∈ {∂x, ∂y, ∂z} to (2.34) yields
µ∂∂zzv − ρo∂vt = ∂ρo∂tv − µ∆h∂v − (µ+ λ)∇hdivh ∂v
+ ∂(ρovo · ∇hvo) + ∂(ρowo∂zvo) + ∂((2ξo + gz)∇hξo).
(2.37)
This implies
µ
ww∂∂zzvwwL2 . wwρowwL∞ww∂vtwwL2 +ww∂ρowwL6ww∂tvwwL3
+
ww∂∇2hvwwL2 +ww∂ρowwL6wwvowwL∞ww∇hvowwL3
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+
wwρoww
L∞
ww∂voww
L6
ww∇hvowwL3 +wwρowwL∞wwvowwL∞ww∇h∂vowwL2
+
ww∂(2ξo + gz)ww
L3
ww∇hξowwL6 +ww2ξo + gzwwL∞ww∇h∂ξowwL2
+
ww∂(ρowo)∂zvowwL2 +wwρowo∂∂zvowwL2
.
ww∇2hvwwH1 + (M1/20 + 1)(wwvtwwH1 +M1/20 + C1M1)
+
ww∂(ρowo)∂zvowwL2 +wwρowo∂∂zvowwL2 .
Also, by employing the Minkowski’s inequality, one obtainsww∂h(ρowo)∂zvoww2L2 . ∫ 1
0
∣∣∂h(ρowo)∣∣2L2∣∣∂zvo∣∣2L∞ dz
.
(∫ 1
0
(∣∣∇2h(ξov˜o)∣∣L2 + ∣∣∇˜2hvo∣∣L2) dz′)2 × ∫ 1
0
∣∣∂zvo∣∣H1∣∣∂zvo∣∣H2 dz
. (
wwξoww2
H2
+ 1)
wwvoww3
H2
wwvoww
H3
. ω
wwvoww2
H3
+ Cω(M
2
0 + 1)C
3
1M
3
1 ,wwρowo∂∂zvoww2L2 . (∫ 1
0
(∣∣∇h(ξov˜o)∣∣L4 + ∣∣∇˜hvo∣∣L4) dz′)2 × ∫ 1
0
∣∣∂∂zvo∣∣2L4 dz
. (
wwξoww2
H2
+ 1)
wwvoww3
H2
wwvoww
H3
. ω
wwvoww2
H3
+ Cω(M
2
0 + 1)C
3
1M
3
1 ,ww∂z(ρowo)∂zvoww2L2 . (ww∇h(ξov˜o)ww2L3 +ww∇˜hvoww2L3)ww∂zvoww2L6
. (M0 + 1)C
2
1M
2
1 .
Therefore, we haveww∂zzvww2H1 ≤ Cww∇2hvww2H1 + C(M0 + 1)wwvtww2H1 + ωwwvoww2H3
+ CωH(M0, C1M1, C2).
(2.38)
Now we have the required estimates to prove Proposition 4.
Proof of Proposition 4. From (2.28), (2.31), (2.33) and (2.36), there is a
constant cµ,λ,ρ such that
d
dt
Eg(t) + cµ,λ,ρ
(wwvww2
H1
+
ww∇hvww2H1 +ww∇2hvww2H1 +wwvtww2H1)
≤ ωwwvtww2H1 + ω(wwvoww2H3 +wwvotww2H1)
+ CωH(M0, C1M1, C2, ρ)(Eg(t) + 1),
(2.39)
where
Eg(t) :=
ww√ρovww2
L2
+
ww√ρo∇hvww2L2 +ww√ρo∇2hvww2L2
+
ww√ρovtww2L2 + µww∇vww2L2 + (µ+ λ)wwdivh vww2L2
+ µ
ww∇∂zvww2L2 + (µ+ λ)wwdivh ∂zvww2L2 .
(2.40)
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Notice that for some positive constants Ci,µ,λ,ρ,M0 , i = 1, 2, depending on
µ, λ, ρ,M0, we have
C1,µ,λ,ρ,M0(
wwvww2
H2
+
wwvtww2L2) ≤ Eg(t) ≤ C2,µ,λ,ρ,M0(wwvww2H2 +wwvtww2L2).
(2.41)
For 0 < ω ≤ cµ,λ,ρ2 , one infers from (2.39),
d
dt
Eg(t) ≤ ω(
wwvoww2
H3
+
wwvotww2H1) + CωH(M0, C1M1, C2, ρ)(Eg(t) + 1).
Therefore, applying the Gro¨nwall’s inequality yields
sup
0≤t≤T
Eg(t) ≤ eCωH(M0,C1M1,C2,ρ)T
(
Eg(0) + ω
∫ T
0
(
wwvoww2
H3
+
wwvotww2H1) dt
+
∫ T
0
CωH(M0, C1M1, C2, ρ) dt
)
≤ eCωH(M0,C1M1,C2,ρ)T
(
C2,µ,λ,ρ,M0M1
+ ωC1M1 + CωH(M0, C1M1, C2, ρ)T
)
, where ω is as above.
Now, we integrate with respect to the time variable inequality (2.39). It
follows, since 0 < ω <
cµ,λ,ρ
2 , that
cµ,λ,ρ
2
∫ T
0
(wwvww2
H1
+
ww∇hvww2H1 +ww∇2hvww2H1 +wwvtww2H1) dt ≤ Eg(0) + Eg(t)
+ ω
∫ T
0
(wwvoww2
H3
+
wwvotww2H1) dt+ CωH(M0, C1M1, C2, ρ)∫ T
0
(Eg(t) + 1) dt
≤ (2 + TCωH(M0, C1M1, C2, ρ))eCωH(M0,C1M1,C2,ρ)T
× (C2,µ,λ,ρ,M0M1 + ωC1M1 + CωH(M0, C1M1, C2, ρ)T ).
Additionally, from (2.38), we have∫ T
0
ww∂zzvww2H1 dt ≤ C ∫ T
0
ww∇2hvww2H1 + (M0 + 1)wwvtww2H1 dt
+ ωC1M1 + CωH(M0, C1M1, C2)T.
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Therefore, we conclude that
sup
0≤t≤T
(
wwv(t)ww2
H2
+
wwvt(t)ww2L2) + ∫ T
0
(wwvww2
H3
+
wwvtww2H1) dt
≤ C−11,µλ,ρ,M0 sup
0≤t≤T
Eg(t) +
∫ T
0
(wwvww2
H1
+
ww∇hvww2H1 +ww∇2hvww2H1
+
wwvtww2H1) dt+ ∫ T
0
ww∂zzvww2H1 ≤ (M0 + 1)(C3,µ,λ,ρ,M0
+ CωH(M0, C1M1, C2, ρ)T
)× eCωH(M0,C1M1,C2,ρ)T (C2,µ,λ,ρ,M0M1
+ ωC1M1 + CωH(M0, C1M1, C2, ρ)T
)
+ ωC1M1
+ CωH(M0, C1M1, C2, ρ)T,
(2.42)
for some positive constant C3,µ,λ,ρ,M0 depending on µ, λ, ρ,M0. Now fix
ω = 12 min{
cµ,λ,ρ
2 ,
1
C1
} and let T ∈ (0, T ′′], where T ′′ = T ′′(M0,M1, C1, C2, ρ)
is small enough and satisfying
CωH(M0, C1M1, C2, ρ)T ′′ ≤ min{1,M1}.
Then (2.42) yields
sup
0≤t≤T
(
wwv(t)ww2
H2
+
wwvt(t)ww2L2) + ∫ T
0
(wwvww2
H3
+
wwvtww2H1) dt ≤ C1M1,
(2.43)
where C1 is given by
(M0 + 1)(C3,µ,λ,ρ,M0e+ e)(C2,µ,λ,ρ,M0 + 2) + 2 =: C1. (2.44)
This concludes the proof.
2.2 The case without gravity and γ > 1
Consider a finite positive time T , which will be determined later. Let Y =
YT be the function space defined by
Y = YT :={(σ, v)|σ ∈ L∞(0, T ;H2(Ω)), ∂tσ ∈ L∞(0, T ;H1(Ω)),
v ∈ L∞(0, T ;H2(Ω)) ∩ L2(0, T ;H3(Ω)),
∂tv ∈ L∞(0, T ;L2(Ω))L2(0, T ;H1(Ω))}.
(2.45)
For this space, one can make sense of the initial value for σ0 and v0. Notice
that, thanks to Aubin compactness theorem (see [61, Theorem 2.1] and
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[11, 58]), every bounded subset of Y is a compact subset of the space
V = VT := {(σ, v)|σ, v ∈ L∞(0, T ;L2(Ω)),∇v ∈ L2(0, T ;L2(Ω))}. (2.46)
Let X = XT be a bounded subset of Y defined by
X =XT :=
{
(σ, v) ∈ Y|(σ, v)|t=0 = (σ0, v0), ∂zv|z=0,1 = 0, ∂zσ = 0,
σ2 ≥ 1
2
ρ > 0, sup
0≤t≤T
wwσ(t)ww2
H2
≤ 2M0, sup
0≤t≤T
ww∂tσ(t)ww2H1 ≤ C2,
sup
0≤t≤T
{
wwv(t)ww2
H2
+
wwvt(t)ww2L2}+ ∫ T
0
(wwvww2
H3
+
ww∂tvww2H1) dt
≤ C1M1
}
,
(2.47)
where ρ is the positive lower bound of initial density profile as in (2.1), for
some positive constants C1 = C1(M0, µ, λ, ρ), C2 = C2(M0, C1M1). Notice,
for (σ, v) ∈ X, ∫ 1
0
divh (σ
2v˜) dz = 0.
Let (σo, vo) ∈ X. The linear system corresponding to (1.19) with respect to
(σo, vo) is given in the system:
∂tσ + vo · ∇hσ + 1
2
σdivh vo = 0 in Ω,
ρo∂tv + ρ
ovo · ∇hvo + σoσowo∂zvo + 2γ(σo)2γ−1∇hσo
= µ∆hv + µ∂zzv + (µ+ λ)∇hdivh v in Ω,
∂zσ = 0 in Ω.
(2.48)
where ρo = (σo)2 and wo is determined, as in (1.14), by
σowo := −
∫ z
0
(
σodivh v˜o + 2v˜o · ∇hσo
)
dz. (2.49)
The initial and boundary conditions for the linear equations (2.48) are given
by
(σ, v)|t=0 = (σ0, v0) = (ρ1/20 , v0), ∂zv|z=0,1 = 0. (2.50)
Here, in addition to the compatible conditions in (1.17), we require ρ0 ≥
ρ > 0 , for some positive constant ρ as in (2.1). Also, we denote by V1 :=
h1/ρ
1/2
0 . Recall that h1 is given in (1.17). Then V1 ∈ L2(Ω) and we requirewwσ0ww2H2 ≤M0,wwv0ww2H2 +wwV1ww2L2 ≤M1. Essentially V1 = vt|t=0.
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Then the map T , in the case without gravity, is defined as
T : (σo, vo) (σ, v), (2.51)
where (σ, v) is the unique solution to (2.48) for given (σo, vo) ∈ X.
Then similar arguments to those in sections 2.1.2 and 2.1.3 show that T
is well-defined and maps from X into X. In particular, one has the following:
Proposition 5. There is a Tv = Tv(M0,M1, µ, λ, ρ) > 0 sufficiently small
such that for every T ∈ (0, Tv ], there is a unique solution (σ, v) to (2.48) in
the set X = XT . Therefore, for such T , the map T defined in (2.51) is a
well defined map from X into X.
The proof is similar as Proposition 1 and Proposition 2 in sections 2.1.2 and
2.1.3 and therefore is omitted.
2.3 Existence theory
In this subsection, we will establish the existence theory for (1.1) and (1.2)
for given corresponding initial data and boundary conditions.
In particular, in section 2.3.1 we will verify that T defined in (2.10) is
continuous in the topology of V (⊃ Y ⊃ X) (see (2.2), (2.3), (2.5)). In
particular, it is continuous with respect to the norm given in (2.4). Then
the Schauder-Tchonoff fixed point theorem guarantees that there is a fixed
point of T in X. This yields the existence of strong solutions to (1.1).
In section 2.3.2, we first claim that when the initial density ρ0 ≥ ρ > 0,
there exists a strong solution to (1.2). Then we will show some a priori
estimates for (1.2) which are independent of ρ. In the end of this subsection,
we will show the existence of strong solutions for nonnegative initial density.
2.3.1 The case when there is gravity but no vacuum and γ = 2
We will apply the Schauder-Tchonoff fixed point theorem to establish the
existence of strong solutions to (1.1). In fact, as we have already shown T
is well-defined and from XT to XT for T sufficiently small depending on the
initial bounds of data as in (2.9) and ρ, thus it is sufficient to verify that T ,
defined by (2.10), is continuous in V = VT given in (2.3) where the norm is
given by ww(ξ, v)ww
V
:=
wwξww
L∞(0,T ;L2(Ω))
+
wwvww
L∞(0,T ;L2(Ω))
+
wwvww
L2(0,T ;H1(Ω))
.
(2.4)
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Recall that XT ⊂ YT is compact in VT .
In order to show this, let M0 = Bg,1,M1 = Bg,2 in XT and T ∈ (0, Tg ],
with Tg given in Proposition 2. Here Bg,1, Bg,2 are given in (1.10). We
denote (ξo1 , v
o
1), (ξ
o
2 , v
o
2) ∈ XT and
(ξ1, v1) = T (ξo1 , vo1), (ξ2, v2) = T (ξo1 , vo1).
Then we have for i = 1, 2, ρoi = ξ
o
i +
1
2gz and
∂tξi + v
o
i · ∇hξi + ξidivh voi +
g
2
zdivh v
o
i = 0,
(ξoi +
1
2
gz)(∂tvi + v
o
i · ∇hvoi + woi ∂zvoi ) + (2ξoi + gz)∇hξoi
= µ∆hvi + µ∂zzvi + (µ+ λ)∇hdivh vi,
∂zξi = 0,
ρoiw
o
i = (ξ
o
i +
1
2
gz)woi = −
∫ z
0 divh (ξ
o
i v˜
o
i ) +
g
2
˜zdivh v
o
i dz.
Denote by ξ12 := ξ1 − ξ2, v12 := v1 − v2, ξo12 := ξo1 − ξo2, vo12 := vo1 − vo2. Then
(ξ12, v12)|t=0 = 0. By taking the differences of the above equations, we have
∂tξ12 + vo1 · ∇hξ12 + ξ12divh vo1 + vo12 · ∇hξ2 + ξ2divh vo12
+
g
2
zdivh v
o
12 = 0,
ρo1∂tv12 − µ∆hv12 − µ∂zzv12 − (µ+ λ)∇hdivh v12 = −ξo12∂tv2
−∇h(ξo12(ρo1 + ρo2))− ξo12vo1 · ∇hvo1 − ρo2vo12 · ∇hvo1
− ρo2vo2 · ∇hvo12 − (ρo1wo1 − ρo2wo2)∂zvo1 − ρo2wo2∂zvo12.
(2.52)
Now we perform standard L2 estimates for (2.52). Multiply (2.52)1 with
2ξ12 and take the L
2-inner product of (2.52)2 with 2v12. Integrating the
resultants yields
d
dt
wwξ12ww2L2 = −2∫
Ωh
(
(vo12 · ∇hξ2)ξ12 + ξ2divh vo12ξ12
)
d~xh
−
∫
Ωh
divh v
o
1
∣∣ξ12∣∣2 d~xh − g ∫
Ωh
zdivh v
o
12ξ12 d~xh =:
3∑
i=1
Hi, (2.53)
d
dt
ww√ρo1v12ww2L2 + 2(µww∇hv12ww2L2 + µww∂zv12ww2L2
+ (µ + λ)
wwdivh v12ww2L2) = ∫
Ω
∂tξ
o
1
∣∣v12∣∣2 d~x− 2∫
Ω
ξo12∂tv2 · v12 d~x
+ 2
∫
Ω
ξo12(ρ
o
1 + ρ
o
2)divh v12 d~x− 2
∫
Ω
(
(ξo12v
o
1 · ∇hvo1) · v12
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+ (ρo2v
o
12 · ∇hvo1) · v12 + (ρo2vo2 · ∇hvo12) · v12
)
d~x
− 2
∫
Ω
(ρo1w
o
1 − ρo2wo2)∂zvo1 · v12 d~x− 2
∫
Ω
ρo2w
o
2∂zv
o
12 · v12 d~x =:
9∑
i=4
Hi.
(2.54)
Then as before, we will list the estimates of the right-hand side terms of
(2.53) and (2.54).
H1 .
∣∣vo12∣∣L4∣∣∇hξ2∣∣L4∣∣ξ12∣∣L2 + ∣∣ξ2∣∣L∞∣∣divh vo12∣∣L2∣∣ξ12∣∣L2
.
wwξ2ww2H2wwξ12ww2L2 +ww∇hvo12ww2L2 +wwvo12ww2L2 .
H2 .
wwvo1wwH3wwξ12ww2L2 .
H3 .
ww∇hvo12ww2L2 +wwξ12ww2L2 .
H4 .
ww∂tξo1wwL2wwv12wwL3wwv12wwL6 . δww∇v12ww2L2
+ Cδ(
ww∂tξo1ww4L2 + 1)wwv12ww2L2 .
H5 .
wwξo12wwL2ww∂tv2wwL6wwv12wwL3 . δww∇v12ww2L2
+ Cδ(
ww∂tv2ww2H1wwξo12ww2L2 +wwv12ww2L2).
H6 . δ
ww∇hv12ww2L2 +Cδ(wwρo1ww2H2 +wwρo2ww2H2)wwξo12ww2L2 .
H7 .
wwξo12wwL2wwvo1wwH2ww∇hvo1wwL6wwv12wwL3
+
wwρo2wwH2wwvo12wwL2ww∇hvo1wwL6wwv12wwL3
+
wwρo2wwH2wwvo2wwH2ww∇hvo12wwL2wwv12wwL2
. δ
ww∇v12ww2L2 +ww∇vo12ww2L2 + Cδ(wwξo12ww2L2 +wwvo12ww2L2
+ (
wwρo2ww2H2wwvo2ww2H2 +wwρo2ww4H2wwvo1ww4H2 +wwvo1ww8H2)wwv12ww2L2).
Moreover, by plugging in the definition of ρoiw
o
i , we have
H8 = 2
∫
Ω
[∫ z
0
[
divh (ξ
o
12v˜
o
1) + divh (ξ
o
2 v˜
o
12) +
g
2
˜zdivh v
o
12
]
dz′
× (∂zvo1 · v12)] d~x = −2∫
Ω
[∫ z
0
[
ξo12v˜
o
1 + ξ
o
2 v˜
o
12 +
g
2
z˜vo12
]
dz′
· ∇h(∂zvo1 · v12)
]
d~x .
∫ 1
0
(∣∣ξo12∣∣L2∣∣v˜o1∣∣L∞ + ∣∣ξo2∣∣L∞∣∣v˜o12∣∣L2 + ∣∣v˜o12∣∣L2) dz′
×
∫ 1
0
(∣∣∇h∂zvo1∣∣L4∣∣v12∣∣L4 + ∣∣∂zvo1∣∣L∞ ∣∣∇hv12∣∣L2) dz . δww∇v12ww2L2
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+ Cδ
wwvo1ww2H3(wwξo12ww2L2 +wwvo12ww2L2) + Cδwwvo1ww2H2(wwvo1ww4H2 +wwξo2ww4H2
+ 1)(
wwξo12ww2L2 +wwvo12ww2L2) +wwv12ww2L2 ,
H9 = 2
∫
Ω
[∫ z
0
(
divh (ξ
o
2 v˜
o
2) +
g
2
˜vdivh v
o
2
)
dz′ × (∂zvo12 · v12)
]
d~x
.
∫ 1
0
(∣∣ξo2∣∣L∞ ∣∣∇˜hvo2∣∣L4 + ∣∣∇hξo2∣∣L4∣∣v˜o2∣∣L∞ + ∣∣v˜o2∣∣L4) dz′
×
∫ 1
0
∣∣∂zvo12∣∣L2∣∣v12∣∣L4 dz . δww∇v12ww2L2 + Cδww∇vo12ww2L2
+ Cδ(
wwξo2ww4H2 + 1)(wwvo2ww4H2 + 1)wwv12ww2L2 .
Here we have applied inequality (1.20). After summing up the inequalities
above, with small enough δ, (2.53) and (2.54) yield
d
dt
wwξ12ww2L2 ≤ (H(M0, C1M1) +wwvo1ww2H3 + 1)wwξ12ww2L2
+ C
wwvo12ww2L2 + Cww∇vo12ww2L2 ,
d
dt
ww√ρo1v12ww2L2 + cµ,λww∇v12ww2L2 ≤ ρ−1H(M0, C1M1, C2)ww√ρo1v12ww2L2
+ C
ww∇vo12ww2L2 + C(H(M0, C1M1, C2) +ww∂tv2ww2H1 +wwvo1ww2H3)
× (
wwξo12ww2L2 +wwvo12ww2L2).
(2.55)
Then the Gro¨nwall’s inequality yields
sup
0≤t≤T
(
wwξ12(t)ww2L2 +wwv12(t)ww2L2) + ∫ T
0
ww∇v12(t)ww2L2 dt
≤ CM0,C1M1,C2,ρ
(
sup
0<t<T
(
wwξo12ww2L2 +wwvo12ww2L2)
+
∫ T
0
ww∇vo12ww2L2 dt).
(2.56)
This yields the continuity of T in V. Therefore, after applying the fixed
point theorem mentioned before, we have the following:
Proposition 6. Consider
(ρ0, v0) = (ξ0 +
1
2
gz, v0),
given in (1.8) satisfying (1.9) and (1.10). There is a positive constant T
depending on the initial data such that there is a strong solution (ρ, v) =
(ξ + 12gz, v) to (1.1) (or equivalently (1.4)) with the boundary conditions
(1.3) and with (ξ, v) ∈ XT .
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2.3.2 The case when there is vacuum but no gravity and γ > 1
When ρ0 ≥ ρ > 0, the existence of strong solutions to (1.2) follows from the
estimates in section 2.2 and similar arguments to those in section 2.3.1. In
fact, taking M0 = B1,M1 = B2 + ρ
−1B2, we have the following:
Proposition 7. Suppose that (1.16), (1.17), (1.18) hold for the given initial
data (1.15) with ρ0 ≥ ρ > 0. Then there is a positive constant T , depending
on the initial data and ρ, such that there exists a strong solution (ρ, v) =
(σ2, v) to (1.2) (or equivalently (1.19)) satisfying the boundary conditions
(1.3) and that (σ, v) ∈ XT .
In the following, we shall present some estimates independent of ρ and
show that for a given non-negative initial density ρ0 ≥ 0, there are strong
solutions to equations (1.2). We will use here the notation σ2 = ρ and
the alternative form of equations (1.19), as well as (1.2). Meanwhile, let us
assume that wwσ0wwH2 = wwρ1/20 wwH2 ≤ K1,wwv0wwH2 +wwh1wwL2 ≤ K2, (2.57)
for given K1,K2 > 0. Recall essentially h1 = (σvt)|t=0 from (1.17). Also,
taking inner product of (1.2)2 with v yields, after integrating the resultant
in the temporal variable, the following conservation of physical energy,
1
2
∫
Ω
ρ
∣∣v∣∣2 d~x+ 1
γ − 1
∫
Ω
ργ d~x+
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
(
µ
∣∣∇v∣∣2 + (µ + λ)∣∣divh v∣∣2) d~x
=
1
2
∫
Ω
ρ0
∣∣v0∣∣2 d~x+ 1
γ − 1
∫
Ω
ργ0 d~x <∞,
(2.58)
where (1.2)1 is also applied. Also, integrating (1.2)1 in Ω× (0, T ) yields the
conservation of total mass:
0 <
∫
Ω
ρ d~x =
∫
Ω
ρ0 d~x =M <∞. (2.59)
These facts are important when applying (1.21) in the following.
A priori assumptions
Let (σ, v) be the solution to (1.19) given in Proposition 7. We assume
first, for some constants Cd ≥ K22 , Td (may depend on ρ),
sup
0≤t≤Td
(wwv(t)ww2
H2
+
wwσvt(t)ww2L2)+ ∫ Td
0
(wwvww2
H3
+
wwvtww2H1) dt < Cd.
(2.60)
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In the following, we will derive some a prior estimates independent of ρ.
Also, we set T ∈ (0, Td] to be determined later. We emphasize that the
smallness of T in the following is independent of ρ. For the sake of sim-
plicity, we will assume the solution (σ, v) to (1.19) is smooth enough that
the manipulations below are allowed. To make the arguments rigorous,
one has to perform parallel estimates on the solutions to the linear system
(2.48) with, as mentioned before in section 2.1.3, smooth enough initial data
(σ0, v0) and inputs σ
o, vo. Then an approximating argument will yield the
desired estimates.
ρ-independent lower bound: non-negativity of ρ
We will use the same Stampaccia-like argument as before to derive the
lower bound of ρ. Consider
η = η(x, y, t) :=
ρ
inf~xh∈Ωh ρ0(~xh)
− 1 +
∫ t
0
2
∣∣divh v(s)∣∣L∞ ds.
Then η satisfies the equation, due to (1.11),
∂tη + v · ∇hη + ηdivh v =
(∫ t
0
2
∣∣divh v(s)∣∣L∞ ds− 1)× divh v
+ 2
∣∣divh v(s)∣∣L∞ ≥ −2∣∣divh v∣∣ + 2∣∣divh v∣∣L∞ ≥ 0,
for every t ∈ [0, T ] with T ∈ (0, T1] and T1 sufficiently small such that
2
∫ t
0
∣∣divh v(s)∣∣L∞ ds ≤ 2C ∫ t
0
wwv(s)ww
H3
ds
≤ 2CT 1/2(∫ t
0
wwv(s)ww2
H3
ds
)1/2 ≤ 2CC1/2d T 1/21 ≤ 12 .
Denote by η− := −η1{η<0} ≥ 0. Then multiplying the above equation
with −1{η<0} and integrating the resultant in the spatial variable yield
d
dt
∫
Ωh
η− d~xh ≤ 0.
Hence, η− = 0 in Ωh × (0, T ], since η−(0) ≡ 0. Therefore, η ≥ 0 and
ρ = inf
~xh∈Ωh
ρ0(~xh)×
(
η + 1−
∫ t
0
2
∣∣divh v(s)∣∣L∞ ds)
≥ inf
~xh∈Ωh
ρ0(~xh)×
(
0 + 1− 1
2
)
=
1
2
inf
~xh∈Ωh
ρ0(~xh).
(2.61)
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ρ-independent estimate: H2(Ω) for σ = ρ1/2
After applying ∂hh to (1.13), one has
∂t∂hhσ + v · ∇h∂hhσ + 2∂hv · ∇h∂hσ + 1
2
∂hhσdivh v + ∂hhv · ∇hσ
+ ∂hσdivh ∂hv +
1
2
σdivh ∂hhv = 0.
(2.62)
Then after performing standard L2 estimate of (2.62) and similar estimates
for lower order derivatives, one has
d
dt
wwσww2
H2
≤ C
wwvww
H3
wwσww2
H2
.
Then the Gro¨nwall’s inequality yields
sup
0≤t≤T
wwσ(t)ww2
H2
≤ eC
∫ T
0
wwvww
H3
dtwwσ0ww2H2 ≤ eCC1/2d T 1/2K21 < 2K21 , (2.63)
for all T ∈ (0, T2], provided T2 is sufficiently small.
ρ-independent estimate: H1(Ω) for σt
Applying ∂h to (1.13) yields
∂t∂hσ = −v · ∇h∂hσ − ∂hv · ∇hσ − 1
2
∂hσdivh v − 1
2
σdivh ∂hv.
Therefore, one has ww∂t∂hσwwL2 . wwvwwH2wwσwwH2 .
Similar estimate also holds for
ww∂tσwwL2 . Hence, we have together with
(2.63),ww∂tσ(t)wwH1 ≤ Cwwv(t)wwH2wwσ(t)wwH2 ≤ √2CC1/2d K1 =: K ′3, (2.64)
for all t ∈ [0, T ].
ρ-independent estimate: L2(Ω) for vt
Taking the time derivative of (1.19)2 yields
σ2∂tvt − µ∆hvt − µ∂zzvt − (µ+ λ)∇hdivh vt = −2σ∂tσ∂tv
− ∂t(σ2v · ∇hv)− ∂t(σ2w∂zv)− ∂t∇hσ2γ .
(2.65)
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Taking the L2-inner product of (2.65) with ∂tv gives
1
2
d
dt
wwσvtww2L2 + µww∇hvtww2L2 + µww∂zvtww2L2 + (µ+ λ)wwdivh vtww2L2
= −
∫
Ω
σ∂tσ
∣∣vt∣∣2 d~x− ∫
Ω
∂t(σ
2v · ∇hv) · vt d~x
−
∫
Ω
∂t(σ
2w∂zv) · vt d~x+
∫
Ω
∂tσ
2γdivh vt d~x =:
4∑
i=1
Li. (2.66)
Then one has the following estimates to the terms in the right-hand side of
(2.66).
L1 .
ww∂tσwwL2wwσvtwwL3wwvtwwL6 . ww∂tσwwL2wwσvtww1/2L2 wwσww1/2L∞wwvtww3/2L6
. δ
ww∇vtww2L2 + CδCd(K21K ′43 + 1).
L2 .
ww∂tσwwL2wwvwwL∞ww∇hvwwL6wwσvtwwL3 +wwσvtwwL3ww∇hvwwL6wwσvtwwL2
+
wwσww
L∞
wwvww
L∞
ww∇hvtwwL2wwσvtwwL2 . δww∇vtww2L2
+ Cδ(Cd + 1)(K
2
1Cd +K1K
′
3C
2
d + 1).
L4 .
wwσww2γ−1
L∞
ww∂tσwwL2ww∇vtwwL2 . δww∇vtww2L2 + CδK4γ−21 K ′23 .
We have applied above the Ho¨lder inequality and (1.21), i.e.,wwσvtwwL3 . wwσvtww1/2L2 wwσvtww1/2L6 . wwσww1/2L∞wwσvtww1/2L2 wwvtww1/2L6 ,wwvtwwL6 ≤ Cww∇vtwwL2 +CwwσvtwwL2 ,
for some constant C = C(
∫
Ω ρ d~x,
∫
Ω ρ
γ d~x). Notice that σ = ρ1/2 and that
the conservations of energy and mass (2.58), (2.59) hold. Therefore, the
constant C in the above inequality depends only on the initial energy and
total mass. In order to estimate L3 term, we substitute (1.12) and integrate
by parts. Then
L3 = −
∫
Ω
∂t(ρw)∂zv · vt d~x−
∫
Ω
ρw∂zvt · vt d~x
= −
∫ 1
0
∫
Ωh
[(∫ z
0
(σ2v˜)t dz
′
)
· ∇h(∂zv · vt)
]
d~xh dz
+
∫ 1
0
∫
Ωh
[(∫ z
0
divh (σ
2v˜) dz′
)
× (∂zvt · vt)] d~xh dz =: L′3 + L′′3 .
Now we use (1.20), the Minkowski’s and the Ho¨lder inequalities,
L′3 = −
∫ 1
0
∫
Ωh
[(∫ z
0
(
σv˜t + 2σtv˜
)
dz′
)
· (∇h∂zv · σvt + σ∇hvt · ∂zv)
]
d~xh dz
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.∫ 1
0
(∣∣σv˜t∣∣L2 + ∣∣σt∣∣L2∣∣v˜∣∣L∞) dz′ × ∫ 1
0
(∣∣σ∣∣
L∞
∣∣∇h∂zv∣∣L4∣∣vt∣∣L4
+
∣∣σ∣∣
L∞
∣∣∇hvt∣∣L2∣∣∂zv∣∣L∞) dz . ∫ 1
0
(∣∣σv˜t∣∣L2 + ∣∣σt∣∣L2∣∣v˜∣∣H2) dz′
×
∫ 1
0
∣∣σ∣∣
H2
∣∣∂zv∣∣1/2H1 ∣∣∂zv∣∣1/2H2 ∣∣vt∣∣H1 dz . wwσwwH2(wwσvtwwL2
+
wwσtwwL2wwvwwH2)wwvww1/2H2wwvww1/2H3 (wwσvtwwL2 +ww∇vtwwL2)
. δ
ww∇vtww2L2 + ωwwvww2H3 + Cδ,ωCd(K41 (K ′43 + 1)C2d + 1),
L′′3 .
∫ 1
0
(∣∣∇hσ∣∣L4∣∣v˜∣∣L∞ + ∣∣σ∣∣L∞∣∣∇˜hv∣∣L4) dz′ × ∫ 1
0
∣∣∂zvt∣∣L2∣∣σvt∣∣L4 dz
.
wwσww5/3
H2
wwvww
H2
ww∇vtwwL2wwσvtww1/3L2 (wwσvtww2/3L2 +ww∇vtww2/3L2 )
. δ
ww∇vtww2L2 + Cδ(K101 C4d +K10/31 C2d).
Here we have applied the facts that
∣∣σ∣∣
H2
=
wwσww
H2
and thatwwvtwwH1 . wwσvtwwL2 +ww∇vtwwL2 ,∣∣σvt∣∣L4 . ∣∣σvt∣∣1/3L2 ∣∣σvt∣∣2/3L8 . ∣∣σ∣∣2/3L∞ ∣∣σvt∣∣1/3L2 ∣∣vt∣∣2/3H1 ,
where the first inequality results from (1.21). After summing the above
inequalities, (2.66) then implies
d
dt
wwσvtww2L2 + cµ,λww∇vtww2L2 ≤ ωwwvww2H3 + CωH(K1,K ′3, Cd), (2.67)
where as before, H denotes a polynomial quantity of its arguments.
ρ-independent estimate: spatial derivatives of v
Now we are able to derive the estimates on the spatial derivatives of v.
Standard L2 estimate of (1.19)2 yields the following
d
dt
wwσvww2
L2
+ cµ,λ
ww∇vww2
L2
≤ Cwwσ2γww2
L2
≤ CH(K1). (2.68)
Furthermore, taking the L2-inner product of (1.19)2 with vt yields
1
2
d
dt
(µ
ww∇hvww2L2 + µww∂zvww2L2 + (µ+ λ)wwdivh vww2L2) +wwσvtww2L2
= −
∫
Ω
(σv · ∇hv) · σvt d~x−
∫
Ω
σw∂zv · σvt d~x
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− 2γ
∫
Ω
σ2γ−2∇hσ · σvt d~x =:
7∑
i=5
Li. (2.69)
As before, one has
L5 .
wwσww
H2
wwvww
H2
wwvww
H1
wwσvtwwL2 . δwwσvtww2L2 + CδK21C2d ,
L7 . δ
wwσvtww2L2 + CδK4γ−21 .
After plugging in (1.14),
L6 =
∫ 1
0
∫
Ωh
[∫ z
0
(
σd˜ivh v + 2v˜ · ∇hσ
)
dz′ × (∂zv · σvt)] d~xh dz
.
wwσww
H2
wwvww2
H2
wwσvtwwL2 . δwwσvtww2L2 + CδK21C2d .
(2.70)
Thus from (2.69), one has
d
dt
(µ
ww∇hvww2L2 + µww∂zvww2L2 + (µ+ λ)wwdivh vww2L2) +wwσvtww2L2
≤ H(K1, Cd).
(2.71)
Next we estimate the second order spatial derivatives. Taking the L2-inner
product of (1.19)2 with ∂zzvt yields
1
2
d
dt
(µ
ww∇h∂zvww2L2 + µww∂zzvww2L2 + (µ+ λ)wwdivh ∂zvww2L2) +wwσ∂zvtww2L2
= −
∫
Ω
∂z(σ
2v · ∇hv) · ∂zvt d~x−
∫
Ω
∂z(σ
2w∂zv) · ∂zvt d~x =: L8 + L9.
(2.72)
At the same time, taking the L2-inner product of (1.19)2 with ∆hvt yields
1
2
d
dt
(µ
ww∇2hvww2L2 + µww∇h∂zvww2L2 + (µ+ λ)ww∇hdivh vww2L2)
+
wwσ∇hvtww2L2 = −2∫
Ω
(
σ∇hσ · ∇hvt
) · vt d~x
−
∫
Ω
∇h(σ2v · ∇hv) : ∇hvt d~x−
∫
Ω
∇h(σ2w∂zv) : ∇hvt d~x
−
∫
Ω
∇2hσ2γ : ∇hvt d~x =:
13∑
i=10
Li. (2.73)
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Now we list the corresponding estimates for the terms in the right-hand side
of (2.72) and (2.73).
L8 .
wwσww
H2
wwvww2
H2
wwσ∂zvtwwL2 . δwwσ∂zvtww2L2 + CδK21C2d ,
L10 .
ww∇hσwwL6ww∇hvtwwL2wwσvtwwL3 . wwσww3/2H2ww∇hvtwwL2wwσvtww1/2L2
× (wwσvtww1/2L2 +ww∇vtww1/2L2 ) . ωww∇vtww2L2 + CωCd(K61 + 1),
L11 .
wwσww
H2
wwvww2
H2
wwσ∇hvtwwL2 . δwwσ∇hvtww2L2 + CδK21C2d ,
L13 . ω
ww∇vtww2L2 + CωK4γ1 .
To estimate L9, L12, we plug in (1.12) in the corresponding expressions.
Indeed
L9 = −
∫
Ω
∂z(σ
2w)∂zv · ∂zvt d~x−
∫
Ω
σ2w∂zzv · ∂zvt d~x
=
∫
Ω
(σd˜ivh v + 2v˜ · ∇hσ)× (∂zv · σ∂zvt) d~x
+
∫ 1
0
∫
Ωh
[∫ z
0
(
σd˜ivh v + 2v˜ · ∇hσ
)
dz′ × (∂zzv · σ∂zvt)
]
d~xh dz
.
wwσww
H2
wwvww2
H2
wwσ∂zvtwwL2 +wwσwwH2wwvww3/2H2wwvww1/2H3wwσ∂zvtwwL2
. δ
wwσ∂zvtww2L2 + ωwwvww2H3 + Cδ,ω(C2dK21 + C3dK41 ),
L12 .
∫ 1
0
∫
Ωh
[[(∫ z
0
(
σ2 ˜∇hdivh v + 2σd˜ivh v∇hσ + 2v˜ · ∇hσ∇hσ
+ 2σv˜ · ∇h∇hσ + 2σ∇˜hv · ∇hσ
)
dz′
)
⊗ ∂zv
]
: ∇hvt
]
d~xh dz
+
∫ 1
0
∫
Ωh
[∫ z
0
(
σd˜ivh v + 2v˜ · ∇hσ
)
dz′ × (∇h∂zv : σ∇hvt)] d~xh dz
.
wwσww2
H2
wwvww3/2
H2
wwvww1/2
H3
ww∇hvtwwL2 . ωww∇hvtww2L2 + ωwwvww2H3
+ CωC
3
dK
8
1 .
Therefore (2.72) and (2.73) yield, after summing the above inequalities,
d
dt
(µ
ww∇2hvww2L2 + 2µww∇h∂zvww2L2 + µww∂zzvww2L2
+ (µ + λ)
ww∇divh vww2L2) +wwσ∇vtww2L2
≤ ω(ww∇vtww2L2 +wwvww2H3) + CωH(K1, Cd).
(2.74)
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Finally, we provide estimates for the third spatial derivative of v. Applying
∂ ∈ {∂x, ∂y, ∂z} to (1.19)2 yields
µ∆h∂v + µ∂zz∂v + (µ+ λ)∇hdivh ∂v = ∂(σ2vt) + ∂(σ2v · ∇hv)
+ ∂(σ2w∂zv) + ∂∇hσ2γ .
(2.75)
We first consider the case when ∂ = ∂h ∈ {∂x, ∂y} followed by the case when
∂ = ∂z. Taking the L
2-inner product of (2.75), when ∂ = ∂h, with ∆h∂hv
and integrating by parts give
µ
ww∇2h∂hvww2L2 + µww∇h∂hzvww2L2 + (µ+ λ)ww∇hdivh ∂hvww2L2
=
∫
Ω
(∂h(σ
2vt) + ∂h(σ
2v · ∇hv) + ∂h(σ2w∂zv) + ∂h∇hσ2γ) ·∆h∂hv d~x.
Similarly, taking the L2-inner product of (2.75), when ∂ = ∂z, with ∂zzzv
yields
µ
ww∇h∂zzvww2L2 + µww∂zzzvww2L2 + (µ + λ)wwdivh ∂zzvww2L2
=
∫
Ω
(∂z(σ
2vt) + ∂z(σ
2v · ∇hv) + ∂z(σ2w∂zv)) · ∂zzzv d~x.
Therefore, one obtains, after applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,ww∇3vww2
L2
.
ww∇(σ2vt)ww2L2 +ww∇(σ2v · ∇hv)ww2L2 +ww∇(σ2w∂zv)ww2L2
+
ww∇2hσ2γww2L2 . (2.76)
Then, as before,ww∇(σ2vt)ww2L2 . ww∇σww2L6wwσvtww2L3 +wwσww4H2ww∇vtww2L2
.
wwσww3
H2
wwσvtwwL2(ww∇vtwwL2 +wwσvtwwL2) +wwσww4H2ww∇vtww2L2
. K41
ww∇vtww2L2 + Cd(K21 +K31 ),ww∇(σ2v · ∇hv)ww2L2 . wwσww4H2wwvww4H2 . C2dK41 ,ww∇2hσ2γww2L2 . K4γ1 .
On the other hand,
∂z(σ
2w∂zv) = −divh (σ2v˜)∂zv −
(∫ z
0
divh (σ
2v˜) dz′
)
× ∂zzv,
∂h(σ
2w∂zv) = −
(∫ z
0
∂hdivh (σ
2v˜) dz′
)
× ∂zv −
(∫ z
0
divh (σ
2v˜) dz′
)
× ∂hzv.
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Then by applying (1.20), the Ho¨lder and Minkowski’s inequalities, it yields
ww∇(σ2w∂zv)ww2L2 . wwσww4H2wwvww4H2 + (∫ 1
0
(∣∣∇hσ∣∣L4∣∣σ∣∣L∞∣∣v˜∣∣L∞
+
∣∣σ∣∣2
L∞
∣∣∇˜hv∣∣L4) dz′)2 × ∫ 1
0
∣∣∇∂zv∣∣2L4 dz + (∫ 1
0
∣∣∇2h(σ2v˜)∣∣L2 dz′)2
×
∫ 1
0
∣∣∂zv∣∣H1∣∣∂zv∣∣H2 dz . δwwvww2H3 + Cδ(C2dK41 + C3dK81 ).
Notice that
wwvww2
H3
.
ww∇3vww2
L2
+Cd, where Cd is as in (2.60). Hence, after
summing the above estimates with an appropriate δ, (2.76) yieldswwvww2
H3
≤ ww∇3vww2
L2
+ Cd ≤ CK41
ww∇vtww2L2 +H(K1, Cd). (2.77)
We summarize the estimates obtained, so far, in this section in the fol-
lowing:
Proposition 8. Consider the solution (σ, v) = (ρ1/2, v) to (1.2) with the
bound (2.60) and initial data satisfying (1.16), (2.57). There is a positive
constant T ∗ = T ∗(Cd,K1,K2), sufficiently small, such that (σ, v) admits the
following bounds, for T = min{T ∗, Td},
inf
(~x,t)∈Ω×[0,T ]
ρ(~x, t) ≥ 1
2
inf
~x∈Ω
ρ0 > 0, sup
0≤t≤T
wwσ(t)ww
H2
≤ 2K1,
sup
0≤t≤T
ww∂tσ(t)wwH1 ≤ K3,
sup
0≤t≤T
(wwv(t)ww2
H2
+
ww(σvt)(t)ww2L2)+ ∫ T
0
(wwv(t)ww2
H3
+
wwvt(t)ww2H1) dt ≤ K24 ,
where K4 =
√
2Cµ,λK2,K3 = CK1K4 are given in (2.79) and (2.80). No-
tably, the bounds in these estimates depend only on the initial bounds K1,K2
and do not depend on the lower bound of density. Also, the smallness of T ∗
does not depend on ρ, even though Td may depend on ρ.
Proof. Denote by
E(t) := wwσvtww2L2 +wwσvww2L2 + µww∇vww2L2 + (µ+ λ)wwdivh vww2L2
+ µ
ww∇2hvww2L2 + 2µww∇h∂zvww2L2 + µww∂zzvww2L2
+ (µ+ λ)
ww∇divh vww2L2 .
(2.78)
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Then from (2.67), (2.68), (2.71) and (2.74), we have
d
dt
E(t) + cµ,λ
(ww∇vtww2L2 +ww∇vww2L2 +wwσvtww2L2 +wwσ∇vtww2L2)
≤ ω(wwvww2
H3
+
ww∇vtww2L2)+ CωH(K1,K ′3, Cd).
Then integrating the above inequality yields, for T ∈ (0, Td], where Td is as
in (2.60),
sup
0≤t≤T
E(t) + cµ,λ
∫ T
0
(ww∇vtww2L2 +ww∇vww2L2 +wwσvtww2L2
+
wwσ∇vtww2L2) dt ≤ E(0) + ωCd + CωTH(K1,K ′3, Cd).
Then together with (2.77), we have, after choosing ω small enough and then
T sufficiently small,
sup
0≤t≤T
(wwv(t)ww2
H2
+
wwσvt(t)ww2L2)+ ∫ T
0
(wwvww2
H3
+
wwvtww2H1) dt
≤ Cµ,λK22 + ωCdCµ,λ(K41 + 1) + CωTH(K1,K ′3, Cd)
≤ 2Cµ,λK22 =: K24 ,
(2.79)
where we have employed inequality (1.21) and the fact for some positive
constant Cµ,λ > 0 we have
C−1µ,λ(
wwvww2
H2
+
wwσvtww2L2) ≤ E(t) ≤ Cµ,λ(wwvww2H2 +wwσvtww2L2).
Then plugging in (2.79) back into (2.64) impliesww∂tσwwH1 ≤ CK4K1 =: K3. (2.80)
Thus the conclusion is drawn from (2.61), (2.63), (2.79) and (2.80).
Existence of strong solutions with vacuum but no gravity and γ > 1
Now we are in the place to remove the strict positivity (of the initial
density profile) assumption in Proposition 7. In order to do so, we introduce
a sequence of approximating initial data (ρ0,n, v0,n) satisfying in addition to
(1.16), (1.17), (1.18),
ρ0,n ≥ 1
n
> 0,
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such that
ρ
1/2
0,n → ρ1/20 , v0,n → v0
in H2(Ω), as n → ∞, where (ρ0, v0) (or equivalently (σ0, v0)) is given in
(1.15) satisfying (1.17) and (1.18). We require that the initial physical en-
ergy and total mass given in (1.16) with ρ0, v0 replaced by ρ0,n, v0,n satisfy
0 <
∫
Ω
ρ0,n d~x =M <∞,
0 <
∫
Ω
ρ0,n
∣∣v0,n∣∣2 d~x+ 1
γ − 1
∫
Ω
ργ0,n d~x ≤ E0 + 1 <∞,
uniformly in n, so that when we apply the inequality (1.21), the constant
for the inequality is independent of n.
Now we apply Proposition 7 with the initial data (ρ0,n, v0,n). Indeed,
consider M0 = B1, M1 = B2 + nB2. Then Proposition 7 guarantees
that there is a T1 = T1(n,B1, B2) such that (1.2) admits a strong solution
(ρn, vn) = (σ
2
n, vn) satisfying
sup
0≤t≤T1
wwσn(t)ww2H2 ≤ 2B1, sup
0≤t≤T1
ww∂tσn(t)ww2H1 ≤ C1(B1, B2, n),
sup
0≤t≤T1
(wwvn(t)ww2H2 +ww∂tvn(t)ww2L2)+ ∫ T1
0
(wwvn(t)ww2H3 +ww∂tvn(t)ww2H1) dt
≤ C2(B1, B2, n), and ρn = σ2n ≥
1
2n
.
Sequently, we apply Proposition 8 with K1 = B
1/2
1 ,K2 = 2B
1/2
2 , Cd = (1 +
2n)C2(B1, B2, n) and Td = T1. It yields that there is a T2 = T2(B1, B2, n) ≤
T1 such that the following bounds are satisfied
sup
0≤t≤T2
wwσn(t)wwH2 ≤ 2B1/21 , sup
0≤t≤T2
ww∂tσn(t)wwH1 ≤ C3(B1, B2),
sup
0≤t≤T2
(wwvn(t)ww2H2 +ww(σnvn,t)(t)ww2L2)
+
∫ T2
0
(wwvn(t)ww2H3 +wwvn,t(t)ww2H1) dt ≤ C4(B1, B2),
and inf
(~x,t)∈Ω×[0,T2]
ρn ≥ 1
2n
.
(2.81)
Next, let (σn, vn)|t=T2 as a new initial data for (1.2). The same arguments
as above yield the bound (2.81) with lower bound of ρn replaced by
1
4n , B1
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replaced by 4B1 and B2 replaced by C4(B1, B2). That is, for some δT =
δT (B1, B2, n) > 0,
sup
T2<t<T2+δT
wwσnwwH2 ≤ 4B1/21 , sup
T2<t<T2+δT
ww∂tσnwwH1 ≤ C3(4B1, C4(B1, B2)),
sup
T2<t<T2+δT
(wwvnww2H2 +wwσnvn,tww2L2)+ ∫ T2+δT
T2
wwvnww2H3 +wwvn,tww2H1 dt
≤ C4(4B1, C4(B1, B2)), inf
(~x,t)∈Ω×(T2,T2+δT )
ρn ≥ 1
4n
.
Now we apply Proposition 8 with Td = T2+δT and Cd = C4(4B1, C4(B1, B2))
in the time interval (0, Td). This will yield that there is a T
∗ = T ∗(B1, B2)
and T3 := min{T ∗, T2 + δT}, the bounds in (2.81) hold with T2 replaced by
T3.
If T3 = T
∗, we have got an existence time independent of n and this
finishes the job. Otherwise, let (σn, vn)|t=T3 as a new initial data and repeat
the arguments above to get the bounds in (2.81) with T2 replaced by T4 :=
min{T ∗, T3 + δT} = min{T ∗, T2 + 2δT}. Keep repeating this process, one
will eventually get that there is a m ∈ Z+ sufficiently large that Tm :=
min{T ∗, T2 + (m− 2)δT} = T ∗.
Therefore, we have got a sequence of approximating solutions (ρn, vn) =
(σ2n, vn) with a uniform existence time T
∗ independent of n for the approxi-
mating initial data (ρ0,n, v0,n) constructed above. In particular, (σn, vn) sat-
isfies the bounds in (2.81) with T2 replaced by T
∗. Thus by taking n→∞, it
is straightforward to check that we have got a strong solution (ρ, v) = (σ2, v)
to (1.2). In fact, we have the following:
Proposition 9. Consider the initial data (ρ0, v0) (or equivalently (σ0, v0))
given in (1.15) satisfying (1.16), (1.17) and (1.18). There is a constant
T ∗ > 0 such that there exists a solution (ρ, v) = (σ2, v) to equation (1.2)
satisfying
σ ∈ L∞(0, T ∗;H2(Ω)), ∂tσ ∈ L∞(0, T ∗;H1(Ω)),
v ∈ L∞(0, T ∗;H2(Ω)) ∩ L2(0, T ∗;H3(Ω)), ∂tv ∈ L2(0, T ∗;H1(Ω))
σ∂tv ∈ L∞(0, T ∗;L2(Ω)),
(2.82)
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and
sup
0≤t≤T ∗
wwσ(t)ww
H2
≤ 2B1/21 , sup
0≤t≤T ∗
ww∂tσ(t)wwH1 ≤ C3(B1, B2),
sup
0≤t≤T ∗
(wwv(t)ww2
H2
+
ww(σvt)(t)ww2L2)+ ∫ T ∗
0
(wwvww2
H3
+
wwvtww2H1) dt
≤ C4(B1, B2), and inf
(~x,t)∈Ω×[0,T ∗]
ρ ≥ 0,
(2.83)
for some constant C3 = C3(B1, B2), C4 = C4(B1, B2).
3 Continuous dependence on initial data and unique-
ness
In this section, we will show the continuous dependence of the solutions of
(1.1) and (1.2) on the initial data. This will also imply the uniqueness of
strong solutions constructed in Proposition 6 and Proposition 9.
3.1 The case when there is gravity but no vacuum and γ = 2
Consider two sets of initial data (ρi,0, vi,0) = (ξi,0 +
1
2gz, vi,0), i = 1, 2, in
(1.8) for (1.1) satisfying (1.9), (1.10). Denote (ρi, vi) = (ξi +
1
2gz, vi), i =
1, 2, as the corresponding strong solutions constructed in Proposition 6 in
the interval [0, T ] for some T > 0. Then we have (ξi, vi) ∈ XT , i = 1, 2.
Throughout this section we will denote the constant C > 0 which may be
different from line to line and depends on µ, λ,Bg,1, Bg,2, ρ, T . Also, we will
use the notations
ξ12 := ξ1 − ξ2, v12 := v1 − v2,
ξ12,0 := ξ1,0 − ξ2,0, v12,0 := v1,0 − v2,0.
Taking the difference of the equations satisfied by (ξi, vi), i = 1, 2, as in
(2.52), then (ξ12, v12) satisfies
∂tξ12 + v1 · ∇hξ12 + ξ12divh v1 + v12 · ∇hξ2 + ξ2divh v12
+
g
2
zdivh v12 = 0,
ρ1∂tv12 − µ∆hv12 − µ∂zzv12 − (µ+ λ)∇hdivh v12 = −ξ12∂tv2
−∇h(ξ12(ρ1 + ρ2))− ξ12v1 · ∇hv1 − ρ2v12 · ∇hv1
− ρ2v2 · ∇hv12 − (ρ1w1 − ρ2w2)∂zv1 − ρ2w2∂zv12.
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As in (2.55), we will have the following inequalities
d
dt
wwξ12ww2L2 ≤ (wwv1ww2H3 + C)wwξ12ww2L2 + Cww√ρ1v12ww2L2
+ C
ww∇v12ww2L2 ,
d
dt
ww√ρ1v12ww2L2 + cµ,λww∇v12ww2L2 ≤ Cww√ρ1v12ww2L2
+ C(
ww∂tv2ww2H1 +wwv1ww2H3 + 1)(wwξ12ww2L2 +ww√ρ1v12ww2L2).
After taking a suitable linear combination of the above inequalities, we have
d
dt
(wwξ12ww2L2 + C ′µ,λww√ρ1v12ww2L2)+ C ′′µ,λww∇v12ww2L2
≤ C(wwv1ww2H3 +ww∂tv2ww2H1 + 1)(wwξ12ww2L2 + C ′µ,λww√ρ1v12ww2L2),
for some positive constants C ′µ,λ, C
′′
µ,λ depending on µ, λ. Now we apply the
Gro¨nwall’s inequality to obtain
sup
0<≤t≤T
(
wwξ12(t)ww2L2 + C ′µ,λww(√ρ1v12)(t)ww2L2) + ∫ T
0
ww∇v12ww2L2 dt
≤ CeC
∫ T
0
(
wwv1ww2
H3
+
ww∂tv2ww2
H1
+1) dt × (wwξ12,0ww2L2 + C ′µ,λww√ρ1,0v12,0ww2L2).
Thus we have shown the following:
Proposition 10. Given two sets of initial data (ρi,0, vi,0) = (ξi,0+
1
2gz, vi,0), i =
1, 2, satisfying (1.9) and (1.10), the corresponding strong solutions (ρi, vi) =
(ξi +
1
2gz, vi), i = 1, 2, of (1.1) constructed in Proposition 6 in the interval
[0, T ], for some T > 0, satisfywwρ1 − ρ2wwL∞(0,T ;L2(Ω)) +wwv1 − v2wwL∞(0,T ;L2(Ω))
+
ww∇(v1 − v2)wwL2(0,T ;L2(Ω)) ≤ Cµ,λ,Bg,1,Bg,2,ρ,T
× (wwρ1,0 − ρ2,0wwL2(Ω)) +wwv1,0 − v2,0wwL2(Ω))).
In particular, if ρ1,0 = ρ2,0, v1,0 = v2,0, we have ρ1 = ρ2, v1 = v2 in [0, T ].
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3.2 The case when there is vacuum but no gravity and γ > 1
First, we claim that any solution (ρ, v) = (σ2, v) to (1.2) satisfying (2.82)
with the bounds in (2.83) will also satisfy the following equations
∂tσ + v · ∇hσ + 1
2
σdivh v = 0 in Ω,
σw = − ∫ z0 σd˜ivh v + 2v˜ · ∇hσ dz in Ω,
σ2∂tv + σ
2v · ∇hv + σσw∂zv +∇hσ2γ
= µ∆hv + µ∂zzv + (µ+ λ)∇hdivh v in Ω,
∂zσ = 0 in Ω.
(1.2’)
To show this claim, we first consider the non-degenerate variable ρ+ε =
σ2 + ε, for some constant ε > 0. From (1.11), one has
∂t(ρ+ ε) + v · ∇h(ρ+ ε) + (ρ+ ε)divh v − εdivh v = 0.
Then after dividing (ρ+ ε)1/2, one has
2∂t(ρ+ ε)
1/2 + 2v · ∇h(ρ+ ε)1/2 + (ρ+ ε)1/2divh v
− ε
(ρ+ ε)1/2
divh v = 0.
(3.1)
Now it is easy to verify that (3.1) will converge to (1.2’)1 in the sense of
distribution as ε→ 0. On the other hand, from (1.12), one has
σ2w = −σ
∫ z
0
(
σd˜ivh v + 2v˜ · ∇hσ
)
dz.
We define
σwσ := −
∫ z
0
σd˜ivh v + 2v˜ · ∇hσ dz.
Then σσwσ = ρw and we will use hereafter the notation σw = σwσ. As
before it is easy to verify that (1.2’)3 is equivalent to (1.2)2 in the sense of
distribution. Summing up the facts above, we have shown that the solutions
to (1.2) satisfying the (2.82) regularity with the bounds in (2.83) are also
solutions to (1.2’).
Consider two sets of initial data (ρi,0, vi,0) = (σ
2
i,0, vi,0), i = 1, 2, in (1.15)
for (1.2) satisfying (1.17) and (1.18). Denote (ρi, vi) = (σ
2
i , vi), i = 1, 2, as
the corresponding strong solutions constructed in Proposition 9 in the in-
terval [0, T ∗], for some T ∗ > 0. Then we have (σi, vi), i = 1, 2, satisfying the
bounds in (2.83). Also (σi, vi), i = 1, 2, are solutions to (1.2’). Throughout
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this section, we will denote the constant C > 0 which may be different from
line to line and depends on µ, λ,B1, B2, T
∗. Also, we will use the notations
σ12 := σ1 − σ2, v12 := v1 − v2,
σ12,0 := σ1,0 − σ2,0, v12,0 := v1,0 − v2,0.
Taking the difference of the equations satisfied by (σi, vi), i = 1, 2, we have
∂tσ12 + v1 · ∇hσ12 + 1
2
σ12divh v1 + v12 · ∇hσ2
+
1
2
σ2divh v12 = 0,
σ21∂tv12 − µ∆hv12 − µ∂zzv12 − (µ+ λ)∇hdivh v12
= −σ12(σ1 + σ2)∂tv2 −∇h
(
σ12
σ2γ1 − σ2γ2
σ1 − σ2
)
− σ12(σ1 + σ2)v2 · ∇hv2 − σ21v12 · ∇hv2
− σ21v1 · ∇hv12 − σ12σ2w2∂zv2 − σ1(σ1w1 − σ2w2)∂zv2
− σ1σ1w1∂zv12,
σiwi = −
∫ z
0
(
σid˜ivh vi + 2v˜i · ∇hσi
)
dz, i = 1, 2.
(3.2)
Next, multiply (3.2)1 with 2σ12 and take the L
2-inner product of (3.2)2 with
2v12. Integrating the resultants yields
d
dt
wwσ12ww2L2 = − ∫
Ωh
(
2v12 · ∇hσ2σ12 + σ2divh v12σ12
)
d~xh =: G1, (3.3)
d
dt
wwσ1v12ww2L2 + 2(µww∇hv12ww2L2 + µww∂zv12ww2L2 + (µ + λ)wwdivh v12ww2L2)
= 2
∫
Ω
σ1∂tσ1
∣∣v12∣∣2 d~x− 2∫
Ω
(
σ12(σ1 + σ2)∂tv2 · v12
)
d~x
+ 2
∫
Ω
σ12
σ2γ1 − σ2γ2
σ1 − σ2 divh v12 d~x− 2
∫
Ω
(
(σ12(σ1 + σ2)v2 · ∇hv2) · v12
+ (σ21v12 · ∇hv2) · v12 + (σ21v1 · ∇hv12) · v12
)
d~x− 2
∫
Ω
(
σ12σ2w2∂zv2 · v12
+ σ1σ1w1∂zv12 · v12
)
d~x− 2
∫
Ω
σ1(σ1w1 − σ2w2)∂zv2 · v12 d~x =:
7∑
i=2
Gi.
(3.4)
As before, we will list the estimates for Gi terms above, in the following.
G1 .
∣∣v12∣∣L4∣∣∇hσ2∣∣L4∣∣σ12∣∣L2 + ∣∣σ2∣∣L∞∣∣∇hv12∣∣L2∣∣σ12∣∣L2
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.
ww∇v12ww2L2 +wwσ2ww2H2wwσ12ww2L2 +wwσ1v12ww2L2 .
G2 .
ww∂tσ1wwL2wwσ1v12wwL3wwv12wwL6 . wwσ1ww1/2L∞ww∂tσ1wwL2wwσ1v12ww1/2L2
×wwv12ww3/2L6 . δww∇v12ww2L2 + Cδ(wwσ1ww2H2ww∂tσ1ww4L2 + 1)
×wwσ1v12ww2L2 .
G3 .
wwσ12wwL2(wwσ1wwL∞ +wwσ2wwL∞)ww∂tv2wwL3wwv12wwL6 . δww∇v12ww2L2
+ Cδ
wwσ1v12ww2L2 + Cδ(wwσ1ww2H2 +wwσ2ww2H2)ww∂tv2ww2H1wwσ12ww2L2 .
G4 .
wwσ12wwL2(wwσ1ww2γ−1L∞ +wwσ2ww2γ−1L∞ )ww∇v12wwL2 . δww∇v12ww2L2
+ Cδ(
wwσ1ww4γ−2H2 +wwσ2ww4γ−2H2 )wwσ12ww2L2 .
G5 .
wwσ12wwL2(wwσ1wwL∞ +wwσ2wwL∞)wwv2wwL∞ww∇v2wwL3wwv12wwL6
+
wwσ1wwL∞wwσ1v12wwL2ww∇v2wwL3wwv12wwL6
+
wwσ1wwL∞wwv1wwL∞ww∇v12wwL2wwσ1v12wwL2
. δ
ww∇v12ww2L2 + Cδ(wwσ1ww2H2 +wwσ2ww2H2)wwv2ww4H2wwσ12ww2L2
+ Cδ(
wwσ1ww2H2wwv1ww2H2 +wwσ1ww2H2wwv2ww2H2 + 1)wwσ1v12ww2L2 .
We have applied in the above estimates (1.21)wwv12wwLq . ww∇v12wwL2 +wwσ1v12wwL2 ,
for q ∈ [2, 6]. Meanwhile, after plugging in (3.2)3, we have
G6 =
∫
Ω
2
(
σ12
∫ z
0
(σ2d˜ivh v2 + 2v˜2 · ∇hσ2) dz′ × (∂zv2 · v12)
− σ1(σ1d˜ivh v1 + 2v˜1 · ∇hσ1)
∣∣v12∣∣2) d~x
.
∫ 1
0
(∣∣σ2∣∣L∞∣∣∇˜hv2∣∣L8 + ∣∣v˜2∣∣L∞∣∣∇hσ2∣∣L8) dz′
×
∫ 1
0
∣∣σ12∣∣L2∣∣∂zv2∣∣L8∣∣v12∣∣L4 dz
+
wwσ1v12wwL2wwv12wwL6(wwσ1wwL∞ww∇v1wwL3 +wwv1wwL∞ww∇σ1wwL3)
. δ
ww∇v12ww2L2 +Cδwwσ2ww2H2wwv2ww4H2wwσ12ww2L2
+ Cδ(
wwσ1ww2H2wwv1ww2H2 + 1)wwσ1v12ww2L2 .
We have applied in the above estimate (1.21) and the fact that
∣∣σ12∣∣L2 =
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wwσ12wwL2 . Also, after integrating by parts,
G7 = 2
∫
Ω
(
σ1
∫ z
0
(
σ12d˜ivh v1 + σ2 ˜divh v12 + 2v˜1 · ∇hσ12 + 2v˜12 · ∇hσ2
)
dz′
× (∂zv2 · v12)
)
d~x = −4
∫
Ω
[
σ1
(∫ z
0
(
σ12v˜1 + σ2v˜12
)
dz′
)
· ∇h(∂zv2 · v12)
]
d~x
− 2
∫
Ω
(
σ1
∫ z
0
(
σ12d˜ivh v1 + σ2 ˜divh v12
)
dz′ × (∂zv2 · v12)
)
d~x =: G′7 +G
′′
7 .
Notice that
G′7 .
∫ 1
0
(∣∣σ1∣∣L∞ ∣∣σ12∣∣L2∣∣v˜1∣∣L∞ + ∣∣σ2∣∣L∞∣∣σ˜1v12∣∣L2) dz′
×
∫ 1
0
(∣∣∇h∂zv2∣∣L4∣∣v12∣∣L4 + ∣∣∂zv2∣∣L∞ ∣∣∇hv12∣∣L2) dz
. (
wwσ1wwH2wwv1wwH2wwσ12wwL2 +wwσ2wwH2wwσ1v12wwL2)
×wwv2ww1/2H2wwv2ww1/2H3 (wwσ1v12wwL2 +ww∇v12wwL2)
. δ
ww∇v12ww2L2 + Cδ(wwv2ww2H3 +wwv2ww2H2wwσ1ww4H2wwv1ww4H2
+
wwv2ww2H2wwσ2ww4H2 + 1)(wwσ12ww2L2 +wwσ1v12ww2L2),
and
G′′7 .
∫ 1
0
(∣∣σ12∣∣L2∣∣∇˜hv1∣∣L8 + ∣∣σ2∣∣L8∣∣∇˜hv12∣∣L2) dz′
×
∫ 1
0
∣∣∂zv2∣∣L8∣∣σ1v12∣∣1/4L2 ∣∣σ1v12∣∣3/4L6 dz
.
∫ 1
0
(∣∣σ12∣∣L2∣∣v˜1∣∣H2 + ∣∣σ2∣∣H1∣∣∇˜hv12∣∣L2) dz′
×
∫ 1
0
∣∣∂zv2∣∣H1∣∣σ1v12∣∣1/4L2 ∣∣σ1v12∣∣3/4L6 dz
. (
wwσ12wwL2wwv1wwH2 +wwσ2wwH2ww∇v12wwL2)wwv2wwH2wwσ1v12ww1/4L2
×wwσ1ww3/4L∞wwv12ww3/4L6 . δww∇v12ww2L2 + Cδwwv1ww2H2wwσ12ww2L2
+ Cδ((
wwσ2ww8H2 + 1)wwv2ww8H2wwσ1ww6H2 + 1)wwσ1v12ww2L2 .
We denote C to be a positive constant depending on µ, λ,B1, B2, T
∗ which
may be different from line to line. Then after summing the estimates above,
from (3.3) and (3.4) we have
d
dt
(wwσ12ww2L2 + C ′µ,λwwσ1v12ww2L2)+ cµ,λww∇v12ww2L2
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≤ C(ww∂tv2ww2H1 +wwv2ww2H3 + 1)(wwσ12ww2L2 + C ′µ,λwwσ1v12ww2L2),
for some positive constants C ′µ,λ, cµ,λ. Then after applying the Gro¨nwall’s
inequality, one has
sup
0≤t≤T ∗
(wwσ12(t)ww2L2 + C ′µ,λww(σ1v12)(t)ww2L2)+ ∫ T ∗
0
ww∇v12ww2L2 dt
≤ C(wwσ12,0ww2L2 + C ′µ,λwwσ1,0v12,0ww2L2) ≤ C(wwσ12,0ww2L2 +wwv12,0ww2L2).
Therefore, after employing (1.21) and noticing the fact that we can inter-
change (σ1, v1), (σ2, v2) in the previous arguments, we will have the following:
Proposition 11. Given two sets of initial data (ρi,0, vi,0) = (σ
2
i,0, vi,0), i =
1, 2, for (1.2) satisfying (1.16), (1.17) and (1.18), the corresponding strong
solutions (ρi, vi) = (σ
2
i , vi), i = 1, 2, constructed in Proposition 9 in the
interval [0, T ∗], for some T ∗ > 0, satisfywwσ1 − σ2wwL∞(0,T ∗;L2(Ω)) +wwσ1(v1 − v2)wwL∞(0,T ∗;L2(Ω))
+
wwσ2(v1 − v2)wwL∞(0,T ∗;L2(Ω)) +wwv1 − v2wwL2(0,T ∗;L2(Ω))
+
ww∇(v1 − v2)wwL2(0,T ∗;L2(Ω))
≤ Cµ,λ,B1,B2,T ∗
(wwσ1,0 − σ2,0wwL2(Ω)) +wwv1,0 − v2,0wwL2(Ω))).
In particular, if ρ1,0 = ρ2,0, v1,0 = v2,0, we have ρ1 = ρ2, v1 = v2 in [0, T
∗].
3.3 Proofs of the main theorems
Theorem 1 follows from Proposition 6 and Proposition 10. Theorem 2 follows
from Proposition 9 and Proposition 11.
4 A formulation of the free boundary problem for
the atmospheric dynamics
In this section, we formulate the free boundary problem of (1.1). For sim-
plicity, only the inviscid case is considered here. We write down the following
form of inviscid compressible primitive equations:
∂tρ+ divh (ρv) + ∂z(ρw) = 0 in Ω(t),
∂t(ρv) + divh (ρv ⊗ v) + ∂z(ρwv) +∇hP = 0 in Ω(t),
∂zP + ρg = 0 in Ω(t),
(FBCPE)
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where P = ργ , γ > 1. Here Ω(t) = T2×(0, Z(~xh, t)) is evolving domain, with
z = 0 being the ground and z = Z(~xh, t) being the interface between the
atmosphere and the vacuum universe. We impose the following boundary
conditions
−∂tZ − v|z=Z(~xh,t) · ∇hZ + w|z=Z(~xh,t) = 0,
P |z=Z(~xh,t) = 0, w|z=0 = 0.
(4.1)
We remark here that the first boundary condition (4.1)1 represents the kine-
matic boundary condition on the moving boundary, while (4.1)2 represent
that the pressure in continuous on the interface between the atmosphere
and the vacuum universe, where the later vanishes; and the normal velocity
vanishes on the ground (i.e., no penetration).
Similarly as before, the hydrostatic balance equation (FBCPE)3 , thanks
to (4.1)2, yields
ργ−1(~xh, z, t) =
γ − 1
γ
g(−z + Z(~xh, t)) + ργ−1(~xh, Z(~xh, t), t)
=
γ − 1
γ
g(−z + Z(~xh, t)), in Ω(t).
On the other hand, from (FBCPE)1, we have
∂tρ
γ−1 + v · ∇hργ−1 + w∂zργ−1
+ (γ − 1)ργ−1(divh v + ∂zw) = 0, in Ω(t).
(4.2)
Now we define the new coordinates as
~x′h = (x
′, y′) := ~xh = (x, y), t
′ = t,
η :=
ργ−1
ργ−1|z=0 =
−z + Z(~xh, t)
Z(~xh, t)
= 1− z
Z(~xh, t)
.
(4.3)
In these new coordinates, η = 0, 1 correspond to the upper atmosphere and
the ground, respectively. It is easy to verify ∇~x′hZ = ∇~xhZ, ∂tZ = ∂t′Z.
Also we have the following change of variables for the differential operators
∂x = ∂x′ +
(
z
Z2
∂x′Z
)
∂η = ∂x′ −
(
η − 1
Z
∂x′Z
)
∂η ,
∂y = ∂y′ +
(
z
Z2
∂y′Z
)
∂η = ∂y′ −
(
η − 1
Z
∂y′Z
)
∂η,
∂z = − 1
Z
∂η,
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∂t = ∂t′ +
(
z
Z2
∂t′Z
)
∂η = ∂t′ −
(
η − 1
Z
∂t′Z
)
∂η ,
(~x′h, η) ∈ Ωh × (0, 1) =: Ω′.
Now we rewrite equations (FBCPE), (4.2) in the new coordinates (~x′h, η, t
′):
∂t′Z + v · ∇~x′hZ −w + (γ − 1)η
(
Zdiv ~x′hv
− (η − 1)∇~x′hZ · ∂ηv − ∂ηw
)
= 0 in Ω′,
ρ
(
∂t′v + v · ∇~x′hv −
1
Z
((η − 1)∂t′Z + (η − 1)v · ∇~x′hZ
+ w)∂ηv + g∇~x′hZ
)
= 0 in Ω′,
∂ηZ = 0 in Ω
′,
where
ρ =
(
γ − 1
γ
gηZ
)1/(γ−1)
. (4.4)
Moreover, we define the new unknown
W := −
(η − 1)∂t′Z + (η − 1)v · ∇~x′hZ + w
Z
. (4.5)
Then after dropping the prime sign, we end up with the following equations
γη(∂tZ + v · ∇hZ) + (γ − 1)ηZ(divh v + ∂ηW ) + ZW = 0 in Ω,
ρ(∂tv + v · ∇hv +W∂ηv + g∇hZ) = 0 in Ω,
∂ηZ = 0 in Ω,
ρ =
(
γ − 1
γ
gηZ
)1/(γ−1)
in Ω,
(4.6)
with Ω = Ωh × (0, 1). We now find the corresponding form of the boundary
conditions in (4.1). Indeed, we have, recalling the definitions in (4.3) and
(4.5),
W |η=0,1 = 0. (4.7)
Notice, the free boundary problem (FBCPE) now has been formulated as a
fixed boundary problem (FBCPE) with the new unknowns (Z, v,W ). We
recall that Z is the graph of the free boundary and is also in proportion to
the square of sound speed on the ground (recall that the square of sound
speed on the ground is ∂ρP |η=1 = γργ−1|η=1 = (γ − 1)gZ), from which the
pressure on the ground can be recovered as
Ps =
(γ − 1
γ
gZ
) γ
γ−1 .
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Observe that W serves as if it is the new ‘vertical velocity’ in this formula-
tion.
In the following, we shall perform some formal analysis on the reformu-
lated equations (4.6). Multiply (4.6)1 with η
1/(γ−1)−1 to obtain
γη
1
γ−1 (∂tZ + v · ∇hZ) + (γ − 1)η
1
γ−1divh vZ + (γ − 1)Z∂η(η
1
γ−1W ) = 0.
Noticing that ∂ηZ = 0, integrating the above equation along the vertical
variable η yields
(γ − 1)∂tZ + γη
1
γ−1 v · ∇hZ + (γ − 1)η
1
γ−1divh vZ = 0, (4.8)
where we use, again, the notations
f :=
∫ 1
0
f dη.
Then after eliminating ∂tZ from the above two equations, we have
(γ − 1)Z∂η(η
1
γ−1W ) =
γ
γ − 1η
1
γ−1
(
γη
1
γ−1 v · ∇hZ + (γ − 1)η
1
γ−1divh vZ
)
− γη 1γ−1 v · ∇hZ − (γ − 1)η
1
γ−1 divh vZ.
Therefore, we have the following representation of W after using the funda-
mental theorem of calculus,
(γ − 1)η 1γ−1ZW = η γγ−1 (γη 1γ−1 v · ∇hZ + (γ − 1)η 1γ−1divh vZ)
− γ
∫ η
0
ζ
1
γ−1 v(~xh, ζ, t) dζ · ∇hZ − (γ − 1)Z
∫ η
0
ζ
1
γ−1divh v(~xh, ζ, t) dζ.
(4.9)
This recovers the ‘vertical velocity’. We leave the study of (4.6) for future
work. We make a final comment on the deviation of (4.6). In [62, Chapter
3], the σ-coordinate system is introduced to reformulate (FBCPE). Our
choice of coordinates (4.3) shares the same philosophy as the σ-coordinates.
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